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be able to do in the direction of ac-- j
cording justice to so large an Industry, 1 am,
"Very truly yours,
"C. C. HAMLI.W"
Mr. Stone said that the local corre-- i
spoudent of the Associated Press at
( olorado Springs had no authority to
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El Paso, Texas, June 19. II. F. Del
Vulle, of Los Angeles. California, will
see Venustiano Carranza, tl1" insurgent governor of Coaluiila and commander in chief of the constitution-alisrevolution before lie proceeds to
Mexico City to confer with provisional President Huerta.
Del Vulle arrived hire today from
his trip into Sonora. Before leaving
tor Pledras Negras lit- vill visit federal officials at Juarez., Mexico.
Tht
investigator insists t t lie merely
lepresents the personal desire lor
peace in Mexico of President Wilson
and Secretary Bryan, and that
his
probe is in no way ollicial.
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Colorado Springs, Colo., June 1!).
The National
Press association
of
America, brought its twenty-eightannual convention to a close early
this afternoon with the election of
otficers. The selection of a meeting
place was left to the national council,
which is said to favor Houston, Texas.
MEETING OF STATE
The officers elected are as follows: ENTHUSIASTIC
President, J. Clyde Oswald, editor
ROADS BOARDS
COUNTY
HIGHWAY,
American Printer, New York.
Vice president, Geo. K. Ilomner,
ANDCOMMISSIONERS-HUSTLIN- G
Morgan county Herald, Fort.
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don't know who was the correspondent at Colorado Springs," Mr.
Stone added. "He may have been an
employe of Mr. Hamlin's paper, for all
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answer to Mr. Hamlin's letter,
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AGER STONE FURNISp CORRE.Mr. Stone wrote October 23, 1911:
HORSES AND IS KILLED.
DO FOR MONEY SITUATION.
"I have your letter of October 19.
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Colo.
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Secretary, Geo. Selioosser, editor
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Daily Press, Sioux Fails, S. Dak.
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Press with
dated
burden the Associated
California coast, according to aj
to sign a petition to the state highuntil Tuesday, June 24. On Mon-,ernight
HEAR
ELECTION
CASE.
October
of
1911:
the
out
purpose
30,
for
matter sent
the
is expected, a decision will be wireless dispatch
from
it
way commissioner pledging to that
day,
today
19.
atJuiw
St.
when
"I
have
but
am
Eighty
Petersburg,
yours of October 27. I
'boosting' our industry,
of
to
Admiral
as
on
crew
The
whether
that Taos, Rio Arriba and Santa
the
liner
19.
question
given
body
Farragut.
Ira
June
Colo.,
were
burned
women
Denver,
be
villagJudge
today by
given notifying our Chicago offices that if
tacked, feel that we should
burden of proving the rates unjust .",8 has taken to the small boats and q Rothgerber of the county court
would willingly and
Fc counties
as much publicity as is given to our the statement to be issued on Novem- ers enraged at the importation of
the railroads or the league.
a boat has been sent to their assist- - (Jay ruled that he has jurisdiction to promptly meet their respective apto
work on a
laborers
to
comes
ber
would
like
we
15,
girl
all
at
within
the
cheap
scope
least
At
opponents.
lance from the Farragut.
hear the contest brought by Hamil- - portionments.
sugar estate in the district of T'iria-tin- ,
know what our status is so far as your of our work, to handle it."
The spot where the Riverside, a ton Armstrong against the election of
frank Bond, on behalf of the big
southof
Mr.
in
the
Of
Stone
wrote
at
same
the
Poltava,
province
concerned.
time
is
coi""e,
association
995 Alexander Nisbet as commissioner of mercantile firm of Bond & Nohl, of
SPECIAL MEETING.
of
steam
wooden
lumber
carrier
Kiev
to
to
the
John
tfiS
P.
ern
In
charRussia,
according
then
Gavit,
superintend
there may be something
A special meeting of the cham- tons is reported sinking, is off Cape safety. In reaching this decision, it
pledged $1000 towards the unacter of the statement given out by ent of the central division of the As- newspaper Llamln.
ber
of commerce will be held to- Mendocino and known as a graveyard was held that the office of commis-o- dertaking, and there are assurances
excited
first
sociated
at
The
Press
villagers
securely
Chicago:
me which would prevent its acceptmorrow night in the Old Palace X
that Taos and Santa Fe counties will
"There Is to be a meeting of the fastened all the means of exit from
ships. Shipping men expressed sioner of safety Is a county office.
ance In full, and If so you will be doat 8 o'clock. As large attendance X little fer.r, however, for the safety of Judge Rothgerber postponed the follow suit.
distinct favor by advising beet Sugar interests in Chicago on a wooden barn in which the girls
ing me
as posible is desired as natters
The morning session closed for the
November 15, at which time a state- were housed. They set fire to the
her crew.
opening of the ballot boxes until next
me In what respect this is true.
of immediate moment are to be X
inmates were still
A message from the Ferragut said Monday, to give Nisbet an opportuni- lunch hour and another session will
"Trusting you will give this serious ment probably will be issued concern- building while the
X the Riverside had gone down, but that ty to apply to the supreme court for
asleep and all were burned to death S considered.
personal- - consideration and thanking
without a chance to escape. ,
all members of the crew were rescued. a writ of prohibition.
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on page five).
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PAGE TWO
FAIR EXCHANGE

FORWARD TO THE LAND Grandma Talks

New Back for an Old One How a
Santa Fe Resident Made a Bad
Back Strong.
The'back nches at times with a dull
indescribable feeling, making you
weary and restless; piercing pains
shoot across the region of the kidneys,
and again the loins are so lame that
to stoop is agony. No use to rub or
ai)olv a Dlaster to the back if the kid
neys are weak. You cannot reach the
cause. Follow the example of this
Santa Fe citizen.
Miss Adela Arias, Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
says: "I suffered from a dull, heavy
ache in the small of my back. I was
frequently bothered by headaches and
I felt tired and didn't
dizzy spells.
Doan's Kidney
have any ambition.
'ills cured all these ailments, and 1
have been in good health ever since.
I." a cold settles on my kidneys, I take
a few doses of Doan's Kidney Pills
and they fix me up all right. When
I
first used Doan's
Kidney Pills
I was so grateful for the benefit they
gave ine that recommended them, l
think just as highly of them now, as
I did then."
For sale by all dealers. Price 5(1
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
New York, sole, agents for the I'nited
States.
Remember the name Doan's aiul
take no other.
A

Good Old Potatoes
K

AT- -

Cut

85c Per

INTER

GROCERY CO

PHOUB 40.

1

Foster-Milbur-

loal

Wood

SAWED WOOD

Domestic Lump

Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

"BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

J.

O

Hu a large Circle of Listeners

Who Prof-

it by Her Wisdom and Experience.

WORKING

TO

SETTLED

THE

POPULATE
SECTIONS

OF

THIS LEAGUE WILL HOLD
IN LOS ANGELES

SPARSELY

THE COUNTRY

In nlmoHt any settled community there's
who knows Mother's Friend.
Not only Is she reminiscent or tier own

a grandma

CONVENTION

IN AUGUST.

lSSCV

The "back to the land" movement is
in a measure familiar to everyone,
and many are devoting Ihnlr energies
in this direction, but the National
is a step
Forward to the Land
in the same direction tinder another
name. The new league lias scheduled
a national convention to take place in
Ijos Angeles, August fith to 9th, Inclusive, and they have written Governor AV. C. McDonald to appoint delegates from this state to the meeting.
It is probable that the governor will

exp' 'Hence, but It wns through her recommendation thnt so many young, expectant
mix hers derived tin? comfort and blessing
,
of his famous remedy.
Mother's Friend Is applied externally to
t!:e abdomen, stomach and breasts, allays
all palu, avoids all nausea, and prevents
caking of the breasts.
It is quickly and wonderfully penetrating,
I lie muscles to expand
ncrr-.ittwithout the
strain on the IlKaments, and prepares the sysfa passed
so
crisis
tem
thorouuhly that the
aim.
without, the sllshtest distress. Thus
there need be no such thing as dread or fear.
nor more cheering advice can,
name several delegates in the near be" No better
the cxpectnnt. mother than t sugfuture.
The letter to the governor gestgiven
Hhe will
the use of Mother's Friend.
which gives many Interesting details take courage from the begiunlng. The (lay
l" cheerful, the nights restful. Thus
about the movement, is printed be- will
in
the health Is preserved, the mind is ono
low:
Tcposc and the period Is an unending
3.
191
of quiet, joyful anticipation.
Los Angeles. "al., June C,
You can obtain Mother's Friend of any
Hon. V. C. McDonald.
not forget
druggist at $1.00 a bottle. I
Sanla Fe, New Mexico,
nor neglect to be supplied wllh this crealest
It Is
remedy ever devised for motherhood.
Pear Sir:
up railing. Write at once to Bracllield Itegu-laiIn August, from the 6lh to the ftth,
ia.,
Co., I'M Lnniur Hldg., Atlanta,
inclusive, the Forward to the Land for their very Interesting and Instructive
advice
of
book
for
mothers,
expectant
will hold its first National

To El Pas0 Bisbee Douglass and
I A FE all points in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
1

iU IH jAll

East

The

pMMiilM' or

For Rates and Full Information! Address

p.v'

llttMMKr

EUGENE FOXT"-

NEW MEXICO

TEXAS.

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Loomed In the beautiful Pecoi
Valley . S.TOO feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Opea air
work throughout the entire sesConditions for physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL fluch as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Regents

It

:

E. A. CAHOOH, President.
E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. P1NLAY.

J.

Per particulars and Illustrated

cats-agu-

address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Sapt.

M A

NEW

MEXICO

SUNDAY
--

SCHOOL

ASSOCIATION

AND

NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION
J

SANTA FE, N. M., JULY 4th to 6th, respectively
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will pron
tect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from
N.
M, Durango,
Farmington, Aztec,
N.
M, and all
Colo.,
Etpanola,
Antonito,
sta-tio-

directly intermediate stations.

SELLING DATES:
From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 28th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito)

June 29th.
June 30th,
of
South
Antonito,
From All Points

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P.

A,

2J9 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Im

JUST ASK OUKw

.

mid

IN THE"

MARKET FnRL

The FAIREST PHiCE.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

COMPANY.

'IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."

PHONE 14.

Ilk-ge-

PHONE

14.

j

a

public-spirite-

',;

plays a most impoIN ODS, Electricity
would
The

rtant part.
grandfather
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and chl Idren. Oood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
j

POWER
N'

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
vacuready for the hurried breakfast, your
washer
for
the fray, your
um cleaner ready
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
inforday and night' Estimates and full
IENT

mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

oal

Mo-rlen-

sri

t

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-

'

am? SftvrAi t

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
A1SITHDACITF COAL. ALL SIZES.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

Montezuma Avenue, near A, T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

sun-pl-

New-Mexic-

ANNUAL CONVENTIONS

--

YOU'LL GET IT
THE SQUARE DEAL PAYS "YOU KNOW IT."
US WE KNOW IT, AND YOU'LL KNOW IT, TOO, IF YOU BUY
HARDWARE FROM US. WE DON'T EXPECT TO SUCCEED BY
CHARGING HIGH PRICES FOR POOR GOODS, BUT KNOW WE CAN
SUCCEED BY SELLING THE BEST FOR A FAIR AND HONEST PRICE.
IF YOU DOUBT IT,
ANYBODY CAN SAY THIS WE CAN PROVE IT.
IF YOU BELIEVE IT, COME IN IF YOU KNOW IT, COME IN.
COME IN

,

Summer Comfort

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

WINS

FROM
YOUR

.

1

THE WEATHER

"

-

That

fob The: Best That&

;.

West

n

j

1

Best

oir.c-iT;p-

The: SQUARE PETAL

OR NOT WET GIVE THC
A CnTfARF DEAL - "WE"

ft

EDAM CANT A PC

Mm,,!,,.!..,!.,,!,,,!,,,!,,

Customers VIhethetr

new-come-

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

1

league

You will note by the
Convention.
of getting into the hands of the masses
printed list on our letterhead the Nathe
tional prominence of the people inter- the scientific information which
Tt is a government has secured about agriested in this movement.:
The government and the
The program at the institute this practical movement to populate our culture.
with
desirable
states
settled
usual
in
sparsely
the
rendered
was
have
states
morning
expended over $200,000,000
good style, and consisted of songs by and competent settlers.
scientific knowledge rein
developing
This movement to the land should
the school and piano and vocal selec
Jt is practically
to
agriculture.
its
lating
in
be
all
Only
phases.
tions by some of the teachers.
ornot get it into
in
cold
a
and
Why
direcstorage.
"The music class under the
the hands of the man who can use it
tion of Miss Maud Hancock is pro- ganization can discharge this duty.
r
is estimated that each
own farm?
gressing nicely ami the improvement to Ita state
to tit his
than
adds
$1,000
more
evident.
is quite
its land values. The states that take
Professor Wagner commented upon
of the Forward to the Land SMALL DOG KILLS
advantage
comand
of
the
work
institute,
the
movement, and are adequately
League
atthe
teachers
upon
RATTLESNAKE
plimented the
represented at the National. Conven
tention paid to their classes.
of course, be its chief bene- tion,
will,
toThe committee for arranging
flc.larles.
Clearfield, Penn.. June 19. "Tippy," a
morrow morning's program consists
We would .like to have your state Uvo.pouml dog saved the life of his
of Miss Maud Palmer, Miss Emma
represented by as many delegates as
Trea,,rer
Ooebel, and Miss Rosie Alarid.
possible. We ask that you consult
The exhibit in sewing was display- with people interested in this work, frank U. Harris, wnen Harris was on
ed this morning and is first class in so that your state may have a repre- - a fishing trip to Moose Creek, near
Miss Pauline Milliard sentation equal with the best.
every respect.
h.ere, by attacking a big rattlesnake
is in charge of this work which is
No limit has been placed upon the that was about to strike Harris in the
satmost
and
proving very interesting
number of delegates, but we would face.
isfactory.
like to feel that those who are appoint-- j
Harris, desiring to reach the other
Quite a number of visitors were at ed, intend to be present.
:,.ide ()f the stream, started to crawl
over
Would you he kind enough to give .ovt,r a BiipPery log, which had been
the institute yesterday looking
the work of the teachers. Misses this letter to the press of your state rlnrown across from bank to bank,
Juanita Sena and Lucy Knight of the with the suggestion that all people in-- : rBt as he reached the far end of the
Loretto academy enrolled at the in- - terested write to the headquarters of'log and waB about to raise up, a big
the Forward to the Land League,
Istilute this morning.
!raUier raised its head directly in front
Miss Esther Quintana, who attend- Coulter Building, Los Angeles, Califor ;o Harris's face and drew back to
ed the high school last year, enrolled nia, so that wo may give them details jstrjke. "Tippy," who had swam over!
and literature In regard to the Nation- - tllfi forc)i realizing his master's danger,
at the institute this morning.
al convention, and the work which has
a
iip snnkp like a flash
announcements
Supt. Conway made
been accomplished in the Forsethe little mongrel
concerning matters connected with already
Fortunately
ward to the Ijand League movement.
cured a hold on the rattler just back
reading circle work, and urged upon
find
some
Enclosed
will
you
printed
them to subscribe to the New Mexico
the head, and the keen teeth of the
matter giving further information in of made
short work of the snake
Journal of Education.
dog
of
We
will,
regard to our work.
stated
Harris
today that nothing could
course, be delighted to be assured of have saved his life had not "Tippy"
and sym- interefered.
your personal
pathy with us.
Yours very truly,
HAVILAND H. LUND.
CIRCUS LEOPARD
Cool, cloudy and out? nice shower
The
also issues the follow.league
therThe
record
was the
yesterday.
ATTACKS A BOV
mometer never went higher than. 72 ing statement of its aims and purposes:
an
of
yesterday, and there was 0.47
The movement to the land is to be
Shamokin, Pa., June 19. Curious
inch of rain fell, and altogether it
in all its phases.
to see what was in a cage while one
was a good day. The precipitation safeguarded
There is an ahtinrlance of chean and lot the sections of the Hagenback- yesterday brings the total for this
Wallace circus was being unloaded
montn to date almost to two and a fertile land for all.
no need that any one blun- - jhere, Lester Strausser, fourteen years,
is
There
double
more
is
than
which
half inches,
in the methods employed to pro- - was attacked by a ferocious leopard,
the average rainfall for .the whole der
duce
which tore off one of his finger and
crops.
41
The
month for the past
years.
Information abounds which will ren- otherwise badly mangled his hand.
jmean temperature yesterday was 64
a success Instead of failder
Strausser crawled up on one of the
'degrees which is three degrees below ure. farming
wagons that contained a pair of leopthe average temperature tor June J o
The League's office will open ave- ards and placed his hands in an open
for (the past. 41 years.
informa- nues by which this stored-uing to peep through the bars, when
The lowest temperature last night tion can be
of allone 0f the beasts suddenly jumped
the
in
hands
placed
'was 51 decrees and the lowest reuortup and caught his hand between its
was as follows: who need it
jed from other stations
Principal Objects.
sharp teeth.
AmarUlo, C2; Bismarck, 5S; Boise,
First To enlist
capHarry Rhoades, of this place, threv-GO;
Dodge City, 64; italists in an investment in agriculCheyenne,
handful of sand into the beast's
40; (trand tural lands contiguous to their own
46; Flagstaff,
jDurango,
eyes, causing him to release his
Kansas
City,
52;
Helena,
58;
Junction,
j.
cities at a low rate of interest. To
72; Lander, 54; lxs Angeles, 56;
enlist settlement workers and others
46Phoenix. 74: Portland, 54; interested in common welfare for coPueblo, 58; Rapid City, 60; Rosetmrg. operation with wealthy individuals in
San
50; Roswell, 64; Salt Lake, 64;
equipping this land for occupancy by
Every Woman
Francisco. 54: Spokane, 58; Tonopah, the people. This will greatly relieve
Is Interested and should
52.
know about the wonderful
; Winnemucca,
the congestion in the great cities and
Forecast.
Marvel
promote both individual and municiuoucne
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Partly pal welfare.
such plans as
Second To devise
cloudy and threatening with probably
thunderstorms tonight or Friday.
may seem practical in each locality Askyourdrueelstfor
y
For New Mexico: Generally ciouay tor the successful negotiation of the H. If he cannot
the MARVEL,
with local thunderstorms tonight or prime aims.
accept no other, out.
Third To federate all existing sendstampfor book
Friday; warmer Friday.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St. .T.
Conditions.
bodies working along similar lines.
coast
state
to
To
Fourth
all
lend
aid
California
the
Except along
where the barometer has risen quite and national legislation
tending to
sharply during the last 24 hours, little enlarge the scope of the Forward to
change has occurred in the pressure th eLand movement in all its phases.
Fifth To maintain a bureau of free
of the atmosphere, and over most of
the west it continues moderately low. information, through which any one
over
Showers have continued
having a message in this direction for
northern Texas, western Kan- the people may have an opportunity
Stay-at-Hom- es
sas, the Dakotas, Montana, Idaho and to give it, and to which the people
the Pacific coast to northern Califor- may apply for working plans along
The first warm days bring disnia, generally with slightly higher the various lines of activity pertainappointments to many of us who
temperatures. Threatening conditions ing to the actual placing of men upon
cannot join the general summer
will continue in this section with prob- the lands.
exodus from town, but who, for
with the AgSixth To
ably showers tonight or Friday.
one reason or another, must
ricultural Colleges in getting our
stay in our houses or apartWork for the New Slexlcan. It ! correspondence courses in agriculture,
ments during the warm months.
working for you, for Santa Fe and couched in the simplest words and
We can't all go to the mounthe new stale.
published in several languages.
tains or seashore, but, by a careThis is of inestimable benefit to
ful and judicious expenditure,
State of Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas immigrants as well as the man who
must work his land while he learns.
every woman can make a sumcounty, ss.
mer atmosphere in her own
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be Seventh To send out for the educahome If she chooses.
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. tion of the masses, lecturers who have
had actual experience in living upon
in
the
Rugs, heavy curtains, and
&
business
Co.,
doing
Cheney
intensivecan be put carefully
land
and
the
it
cultivating
State
and
Toledt
draperies
of
bounty
City
These lecturers will bIiow pictures
away, and in their place can be
aforesaid, ano (flat said firm will pay ly.
substituted a whole new set of
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- of little farms and give exact facts
done.
at a surprisingly low
LARS for each and every case ot Ca and figures of what has been
things
at the
cost. There is an infinite numtarrh that cannot be cured by the use They will a.lso organize leagues
points at which they lecture.
ber of fibre rugs in the market
ot HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
with industEighth To
to fit any size space; there are
PRANK 3. CHENEY.
now
rial and educational institutions
Sworn to before me and subscribed
dainty, fresh, cotton curtain maof this agricultural
terials in charming designs;
in my presence, this 6th day ot De- doing any part
work, and to Utilize the established
and as for cretonnes for furnicember, A. D. 18S0.
avenues wherever possible for the
ture coverings, their beauty and
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
dissemination or acquirement of the
Public.
variety are bewildering.
Notary
scientific knowledge needed by the InJust read carefully through
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern- dividual or
colony.
the
housefurnlshing advertiseally and acts directly upon the blood
of
the
Ninth To encourage the use
ments In THE SANTA FE
and mucous surfaces of the system. vacant c ity lots for the practical trainNEW MEXICAN and calculate
Send for testimonials, free.
ing of those wishing to go ilater upon
for yourself how little these
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
farms, or needing the financial profit
summer comforts would actuSold by all Druggists, 75c.
incident to such work, while living In
cost.
ally
contor
homes.
Hall's
their
Tak6
Family Pills
present
Tenth To devise ways and means
stipation,

THOROUGH WORK
AT THE INSTITUTE

DAWSON COAL

About Babies

MOVEMENT

for the

J.F. RHOADS

BUtlDES

NOVELTY WORKS.
104
Galisteo Street
104

TURNFEST

Makes Fly Screens that fit.
Porch Screens giving comfort.
Step Ladders that last.
Fly Traps that catch.
Repairs your Furniture right.

DENVER, COLO.
June 22nd to 30th.

3lO.U

Upholsters.

::

SANTA FE, N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
Prices Reasonable. All Work Guaranteed.

a

Y
II

y

A

Vy

and Desk cembix8d.

sg
fejfl
I jaaft iw-- 3?

A Dak Unit with few ot

IT

"Elastic" Bookcase
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect combination
AaJtsMbodtcsstevetinsds.
its advantages

and

past?

VMa. Cilwritsotphoor
as about it.

SAJITA

FE

NEW MEXICO.

SANTA FE,

CASH.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
.Looal Agents lor

II

f

FROM

Dates of Sale, June 22, 23 and
24. Return Limit, 10 days
from date of sale.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
H. S. LUTZ, AGENT,

In fact, does this and and many more
things in exchange for real money.

TERMS

Round Trip Fare
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19,
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1913.

llho images already registered, end
'when the film is run over you nee 111!
backdrop right, through liim win''
approaches Humlot, and the two act

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
women we now using

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulceration, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it ha9
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston. Mass.

A mm mEmmm

Gave Up Hope

"I suffered five years, with awful pains, due to womanly troubles," writes Mrs. M. D. McPherson, from Chad-bour- n,
N. C. "They grew worse, till I would often faint
I could not walk at all, and I had an awful hurting in my
side ; also a headache and a backache.
I gave up and thought
would die, but my husband
urged me to try Cardui, so, I began, and the first bottle
helped me. By the time the third bottle was used, I could
do all my work. All the people around here said I would
die, but Cardui relieved me."

WALL STREET.

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-- ,
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
or an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

New York, X. Y., June
down of the short interest on the, recent rise in stocks anil fulling off in
investment buying at the higher quotations affected the course of the rn:t!'
Let, which was inclined to react dm
ing the morning.
The market closed steady, lieclara-tioof a 2 per cent dividend on Ontario & Western was in line with general expectation and caused improvn-cut In stock. Elsewhere the list held
well on a light inquiry.

n

Cardui Woman'sTonic

THE BRILLIANT STARS OF JUNE.
lly the end of .lune, .Mars Venus,
Saturn and Jupiter will al! he morning
stars, hut Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound is at all time the "Star"
medicine for coughs, colJs, croup and
v hooping cough.
A cold in Juno is us
apt to develop into bronchitis or pneumonia as at any other time, but not
if Foley's Hohy and Tar Compound is
taken. The Capital Pharmacy.

times within six fuel of the cai ieta,
HOW HAMLET'S GHOST WOULD
upon the
LOOK IN MOVING PICTURES. and when it is thrown
In an interesting discussion of mov- screen it is usually more than i:fo
ing pictures, In the July American size, and we get a new and s'art'ing
Resides, the eye of the
intimacy.
Magazine, appears the following:
and the big
"The evolution of the drama has camera is superhuman:
een, in a sense, the revolution of arti- - eye sees and registers what the human
In Shakespeare's time eye would not notice. Are the."! net
ficial lighting.
there were only rushlights. Hence the possibilities here which do no, eUt
performance had to be given in broad on the stage? For instance the nbiii'.v
day. In daylight the actor's face can to visualize dreams and memories,
If Hamlet
not be seen at any distance with dis- and symbols and ghosts.
tinctness. Therefore Shakespeare had were acted for the "movies," the ghost
to put most of the expression into the would be a real ghost; you would be
lines which grew into long speeches able to look right through him.
and soliloquies. As better lighting was
"They merely photograph the H :ene
the speeches
grew without the ghost, taking a coun'. of
used, however,
shorter and shorter, until today, with Hamlet's appearance and acting; then
the human face sharply illuminated, clear Hamlet off the stage and
the actor does much of his work the same strip of film again, with the
The ghost acts
through pantomiue . The next step in; ghost acting.
is the motion picture, whrojlng to the count previously made,
Here iteming every gesture with the acting of
is everything.
tace is seen extremely close, so re-- Hamlet; and so his image ovepi.'.--

send free
a set of
Pocket
Maps

aicoirl-lightin-
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The
Washington, I). ('., .lime V.l
last two or three weeks have been
marked by a renewal of the talk of possible harmony between Republicans
As always liereto-I't.iv- ,
ai.d Progressives.
however, this talk has come entirely from Republican sources. There
are still two factions in the remnant
o1'
the Republican party, one much
larger than the other. The larger one
is composed of the old
line, standpatters who always render cheerful
obedience to the dictates of the bosses
of the
stripe. The
smaller clement is that represented by
men like Senators Cummins and Ken
yon, of Iowa, and Rorah, of Idaho,
who have earned considerable
progressive reputation for themselves.
From both these factions now come
these suggestions
for harmony, but
-

Rarnes-Penros-

e

BY MACDONALD

2.

and places emphasis
urun
CLEANLME55

consider

SCIENCE WARN 5 US
TO KEEP FLIES AWAY FROM
-BABY:
rr
THAT

AND

3.

NO

RESPONSE.

WHAT'S THE REASON?

we will

IV

FOR HARMONY
AND

:tliere is a difference. Apparently, alljbattis of representation bo that dele- the
like Cummins'
to future
convetf
Republican
land I'.orah are genuinely desirous of tions shall he chosen, not two for each
in
if
the
belief
their
harmony
that,
si tia tor and representative in congress
could be fullilled, it would facili- as at
present, hut upon the basis of
tele the enactment of progressive legvotes rant in the states.
Republican
It is equally apparent that,
islation.
is aimed at the reThis
the standpat Republicans aro not nil ductionproposition
of southern representation in
on
desirthe
agreed
necessity for or
Republican national conventions and
ability of this proposed harmony, and ithe diminution, if not the elimination,
i! is further evident that, the
motive ci' the notorious evil which the presactuating those of them who have de-- i ent system litis fostered. The proposiclared for it is not the enactment of tion has been submitted at various
togressive legislation but the restor-- j times to Republican national convenalion of the old Republican machine
tions ami been rejected.
to power anil office in tin; nation and
also desiri
The
in the stall's which its misdeeds of
to have the Republican party law rethe last, few years have lost, to it.
to national convento
It has been made, clear to everyone lating and delegates of the national
members
tions
Old
that
lenders
the
(luiinl
recently
committee so changed that the prirecognize the extremely critical situmary election laws of the. various
ation of their party. They are becom- states
shall be recognized and have
ing desperate about it. and this fact full force.
more than anything else has led the
This means that members of the nafew of them who have done so to sub- committee should no longer
tional
scribe to the proposition of the "neurhave the absolute and dictatorial powProgressives" for h Kepulillcan nation- er exercised
by them at the national
al convention to reorganize the party
convention in Vhieago last Juue in
and reform its machinery,
forcing the renomination of Mr. Taffc
This proposition of the "near-Prin
of the overwhelming expresgressives" took concrete form in the sionspite
of the rank and file of the party;
at Chicago
oliling of a conference
rliout the middle of May, attended by against him.
It is reported that the Republican
Senators iiorah, Cummins, Kenyon,
Cronna, of North Dakota, and Sher- national committee haB been polled
man, of Illinois; former Governor and that a majority of its members
favor the holding of a national convenHadley, of Missouri; a few
members of the house of rep- tion, although there is a difference 'jf
resentatives, and some others of less opinion among them as to whether it
prominence from the different states. should be held this year or in 1914.
This conference put out a formal stateA WORKER APPRECIATES
ment declaring the unanimous eonvic-t'oTHIS.
of the conferees that, the proposWm, Morris, a resident of Florence,
national convention Oregon, says; "For the last fourteen
iti Republican
should be held and announcing the in- years my kidneys and bladder incapactuition of the conferees to formulate itated mo for all work. About eight
a formal call upon the Republican na- months ago I began using Foley Kidtional committee to provide for the ney pills, and they have done what
The other medicines failed to do, and now
holding of such a convention.
want the propos I am feeling fine. I recommend Foley
ed national convention to change, the Kidney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
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TION BETWEEN THE WARRING FACTIONS

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chatanoor. Tenn.,
book, "Home Treatment lor Women," sent free. J 49
lor Special Instructions, and

Write for sample
pages, full particulars, etc.
Name this
paper and

PROGRESSIVES

NEAR

in perfect, unison."

For more than 50 years, Cardui has been relieving
woman's sufferings, and making weak women strong and
well. During this time, thousands of women have written,
like Mrs. McPherson, to tell of the really surprising results
they obtained by the use of this purely vegetable, tonic
remedy for women.
Cardui strengthens, builds, restores, and relieves or prevents unnecessary pain and suffering from womanly troubles.
If you are a woman, begin taking Cardui, today.
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'CHINAMEN

GRAND LODGE

Gould's Sister-in-LaI Married
a Chinaman," Declared Howard
Who Sacrificed Home, Relatives and Friends to Become Wife of a
Chinaman "My Only Regret is That Failed to Take This Step Earlier
in Life," Her Answer to Critics.

'I Am Glad

ROCHESTER, N. Y.,

CC

ipOO.Oil

Dates of Sale, July J, and
Return Limit 30 days from
date of sale, within which time
original starting point must be
Low rates from all
reached.
other stations on the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico
4

5
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New Mexican Want A
ant anick returns.

THOUSANDS

PTEUI1ED
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CERTIFIED

I

July 7th to 12th.

If you

HUSBANDS' SAYS

WHITE WOMAN WHO GAVE UP ALL TO MARRY ONE

CONVENTION
RATE FROM
SANTA FE,

MAKE THE BEST

OF

POSTMASTERS

San Francisco, Calif., June
n ay give the laurel to the
.. ...
:
T
.1
t.,
uui i ant s,iu
American l.nuHumiu, I...
married a Chinaman. Of course, I can
only speak for myself and though; 1
would never take the responsibility of
advising anyone to marry as I did, yet
I have certainly found that the Chinese make ideal husbands.
"In missionary experience I found
that here, happiness is the rule, not
the exception. Divorce or separation
are very rare. My home-lifis at
least the equal of any happy American
home I have ever known."
Mrs. Wong Sue You Clemens Is a
cultured
white woman,
the sister of Mrs. Howard Gould, who
six years ago became the wife of a '
Chinese merchant. Her home today
19.

"The world

T

j

e

courage to tpke this step in my ea'i;'
youth."
Mrs. Wr.i.g has adopted the Chinese
d"ess. which she likes as she likes
everything Chinese.
"To me there is nothing unusual in
"The
what I did," she continued.
Chinese are the kindest people in the
world and their regard for women is
most reverent. Theid ideal never permits a man t.) disrespect a woman who
respects herself. I think this is more
than we can say of our countrymen.
"The Chinese woman is the mistress
of her home and she Is as much a coquette, as much a sidestepper of what
ever doeB noi suit her as her American sisters. What is even more, the
husband can not endure to see her do
I.hysical labor."

WHAT IS THE REASON
-

KID

LIVES

age

TO

of 97
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"Thats
passed

the sixth Studebaker we've
the only kind to invest in"

"The only kind because, as I always say, when
a man puts money in a thing he wants to know that
he's going to get the worth of it out again."
"That's plain business as I look at it."
"That's why say the price doesn't tell you anything at alL There's only one thing that talks except
the wagon itself. That's the name of the maker."
"When you buy a Studebaker you're buying a
vehicle that has behind it and in it sixty years of experience sixty years of success and sixty years of
reputation for the square deal. That's why a Studebaker always looks good to me."
"My father ued to ay that Studebalcer honor wan at sure
ns a United State bank note. He wu talking .after having used
1

Studebaker vehicles since he was a lad, and he told me his father
before him said, 'Be safe get a Studebaker.'"
"Vehicle builders can't hold that sort of reputation
without delivering the goods. A Studebaker wagon hs the
bat in it. That's why a man gets the most out of it why it's
always an economy."
"Dealers may say to you something else is 'just as good." But
when you buy a Studebaker, you're making a safe investment
every time."
now-a-da-

MAY LOSE I0BS

Sec our Dealer or write us.

order
According to an executive
issued by President Wilson, practicalPostmasters will
ly all Fourth-clasbe compelled to take a Civil Service
examination to determine whether
they may continue to hold their offices. These examinations will be
t
en to all other applicants who

STUDEBAKER
NFW VORK

s

CHICAGO
SALT LAKE

MINNEAPOLIS

South Bend, Ind.
TALLAS
KANSAS
CITY
SAN FRANCISCO

CITY

DENVER

PORTLAND, ORE.

CAPTURED By JAPS IN PRIVATE YACHT.

may-wan-

the postmastership.

Appointments

of

Fourth-Clas- s

Postmasters will hereafter be for life.
The man who gets the job this time
will have it as long as he lives.
Fourth-Clas- s
A
Postmastership
pays as high as $1000 a year, with
Money Order and Registry Fees extra, but It Is worth several times that
amount to any merchant. The entire
population served by the Post 'office
and its Rural Routes comes into his
store to transact business. Thousands of dollars of additional trade
can thus be secured.
If you have the Post Office, you
can't afford to lose it. If you don't
have the Post Offlce, NOW is your
chance to get it. The offlce will go
to the man passing the best examination, and he can hold it for the rest

out-of-dat- e.

w

dered obsolete by the

Column
Selector
the
of

'

of his life.
For over 10 years the International
Correspondence Schools have been
preparing men and women to successfully pass Civil Service Examinations. The I. C. S. Course for Fourth-Clas- s
Postmasters will give you Just
the information you need to successfully pass this examination.
Fill in and mail the attached couMrs. Wong Sun You Clements, Sister of Mrs. Howard Gould, and Her
pon it won't obligate you In the
Chinese
Husband, Photographed in their Store in the Heart of San FranC.
S.
will explain how
least and the I.,
cisco's Chinatown.
they can qualify you to successfully
pass this examination for Fourth-Clas- s
is a little shop in the heart of San
Mr. Wong is a suave,
Postmaster and secure your Post Francisco's Chinatown.
Oriental.
j
Office for life. Mark the Coupon
"I have not seen my mother for six
"I find the American
men great
NOW.
bores. They have no conversational years. My fpmily bitterly opposed my
resources outside of their individual marriage and I elarn of them only
interests. The women are kept at through otherB. 1 did not try to keep
International Correspondence
Schools
their wits' end amusing and entertain- any of my friends. I knew I was ostracized when I married my husband.
Box 1238-A- ,
ing them.
Scranton, Pa.
"But the Chinese are very versatile But I do not think my loss is to be
Please explain, without furand the most talkative people in the compared with my gain. This little
ther obligation on my part, how
world. To them everything has a store, hung with the treasures we dug
can
I
qualify for the position of
meaning. For instance; this is a real from the ruins, bounds my world. But
Fourth-Clas- s
Postmaster.
brotherhood table. There are no edges it is very rich for it contains a friend.
to friendship, so the Chinese never eat vben husband and wife are perfect
Name
at square tables. It seems a small comrades they do not need others.
'
St. and No.
thing but there is a certain fineness Only the unhappy are dissatisfied, we
and
sentiment among the better class aie supremely happy.
state
City..
or Chinese which characterizes every"If I had married twenty years ago
Present Occupation
thing they do Indeed, .1 have only Instead of six we would have nothing
one regret, that I did not have the IcU to wish for.

mlnqftm

jjtantanl Typtwrtter

JHo.

Remington
JJi
Typewriter

ble
10

The Column Selector of the Model 10 Remington
selects the exact point in each line where the writing is to begin - not by a step to step movement
of the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
but by the automatic response of the carriage to the
pressure of a single key.
In ordinary letter writing, the position for writing
the date, the address, the first line of each paragraph,
"Yours truly," and addressing the envelopes is
reached instantly, the hands of the operator never

i

d

j
j

...........

Typewriters which require hand settings of the
carriage in order to reach
the starting point of any
line are now
They have been ren-

leaving the keyboard.
The time saving? Figured on the basis of the
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in a short
time to pay for the machine.
Send for our illustrated booklet describing the many
labor saving features of the Remington Visible Models

Miss Elsie Ladew (above) and Miss Hilda Holmes (below) are two
American girls who were aboard the yacht Columbia when it was seized
by Japanese officials at Wakayama, Japan, June 11. The vessel, owned by
J. Harvey Ladew of the New York Yacht club, was voyaging from Nagasaki to Yokohama, and had put into Wakayama which is not an open
port for repairs.

Remington Typewriter
Company
(luconiorsin"
1645

Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

I
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BASEBALL No man is
Standing of the Clubs. Stronger
Than his
Stomach

Philadelphia

OLD FASHIONED SLUGGING KEEPS OMAHA "UP THERE" IN TORRID

.

Ill

Chicago
Urooklyn
Boston

31
27
24

Pittsburg

24

Cincinnati

23
19

St. Louis

WESTERN LEAGUE RACE FOR PENNANT.

32

Sew York

American
Club.
Hbil'idelphia

Cltveland
Washington

Itofon

Detroit

41
37

13
20

.'.30

2G

27
26
3t
40
39

..28
.

SI. Louis

York

v

League.
Won. Lost.

31

Chicago
;

17
19
25
23
27
30
33
37

;..,24
...22
..14

Western League.

.(153

.H20
.554

.540
.471
.444
.411
339

the greatest athlete have dyspepsia and hia
will soon fail. One's stamina
and Btrength of mind or muscle
depend upon the blood, and the blood In turn,
requires a healthy stomach, for the stomach is the
laboratory where the food is digested and such elements are taken up or assimilated which make
blood. In consequence all the organs of the body,
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
the nervous system, feel the bad effect if the stomach is deranged.

LET

Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery

The Medical Adviser by
Pierce, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y. answers hosts

Jt. V.

of delicate questions
which
about

Pet.
.759

every man

or woman, single or mar-

ried ought to know. Sent
free on receipt of SI
stamps to pay for
wrapping and mailing.

.049
.530
.534
.519
.400
.355

one-ce-

nt

v

helps the stomach to digest food properly, starts the '
liver into new activity, removing the poisons from the
blood, and the various organs get rich, red blood, instead of being illy nourished. The refreshing influence " '
of this extract of native medicinal plants has been
favorably known for over 40 years.
Everywhere
some neighbor can toll you of.Um
good it has done,,' w,

Sold by all medicine dealers In liquid or tablet form;
to Dr.
Invalids'
K.?.! Buffalo,
yl!''cemJ
end n 'nm"
trial box willPierce,
be nulled yoeu)

.264

ENGLISH POLO PLAYERS
associations and as to newspapers. I
SAILED FOR HOME TODAY,
jam frequently impressed that injus-- "
.fifll
Denver
tice is done .by the refusal to meet
.590
St. Joseph
New York, June 19. The Duke of the wishes of applicants for publicity.
.501
Des .Moines
"Whenever a man comes into a
Westminster, who backed the English
Linr-ii- i
.554 polo team on its
trip to this country newspaper office or into an Associat
.544
Omaha
the unsuccessful attempt to win ed Press oltlce and asks for publica- .393 the Westchester
Sioux City
polo cup, "has only tion of anything, he is met with a
.308
Topeka
started his campaign to get the degree of suspicion. They all think
just
.305
Wichita
lie has some axe to grind and he has
trophy back to England."
This is about as far as any of the! a very poor show of securing justice.
English players here would commit We nave a rule in our service that has
themselves today as to the possibility bPen in existence many years, that 'no
National League.
(or another challange for the cup, but puniicirj agent can give us anything.
not accept anything from him.
the general opinion seems to be that "e
Philadelphia at Chicago.
"As an illustration of what I have
in view of the close score by which
Boston at Pittsburgh.
e
the cup was defended last week thej8aid' a number of railroads have
New York at Cincinnati.
will not be content until he has liuity asentB and tne ruIe is absolute
Urooklyn at St. Louis.
uml ule Puciiy agent cannot fur- Iseen the Englishmen try again.
e win not accept
".vi'"KWhen the team sailed for Enelam'
American League.
from them.'
anything
42
took
at
it
back
27
of
the
today
Chicago
only
Philadelphia.
Mr. Stone agreed to furnish the
Detroit at Boston.
ponies which were broueht over for
s
the tournament. A few of the mounts committee with the rules and
Cleveland at Washington.
St. Louis at New York.
(have already been sold, and there are of the Associated Press and with all
a number of the older ones still to be information about the origin of the
American Association.
Arbuckle statement on sugar in 1911,
deposed of.
This weeding out process Is taken out of which the correspondence now
St. Paul at Louinville.
as an indication that the duke pro- before the committee developed.
Milwaukee at Indianapolis (2)
Senator Newland's statement conKansas City at Columbus.
poses to improve his stable in preparation for another challenge. The cerned references in one of Henry T.
Minneapolis at Toledo.
time limit for a challenge for a series Oxnard's letters, made public yesterday, that Oxnard was trying to have
next year is December 31.
i
A snecifll chla riifinntnh
nnhltahnri Newlands put on the senate Philipcommittee in 1907.
today hinted the possibility of a chal- pine
National League,
observed with amusement,"
have
"I
from
Polo
is
lenge
Germany.
coming
At Chicago
said Mr. Newlands, "the reference to
0 into great popularity there under the
5
2
Philadelphia
name and that of Senator Teller.
.1 7 1 inspiration of the crown prince, and 1mywish to 8tate most
Chicago
emphatically
it
is
said
is
that
a
there
desire
general
Alexander and Killifer; Lavender,
that my application to go on the
to
send
a
to
team
representative
Cheney and Bresnahan.
in 1907 was not
America, but probably this will not be Philippine committee
influenced
or
by Mr. Oxsuggested
realized for a few years, at least.
At Pittsburg
I had been in the Philippines
nard..
The gate receipts' of the two games
4 9
iHoston
in 1906 and came
with
to over with the Taft party
5 5 0 of the polo series amounted
Pittsburg
pronounced views regarding the
a
$200,000
sum
ever
than has
greater
Hess and Rariden; Adams,
Left to Right .Arthur .Thomason,
I urged that we
been taken in during two days of base Philippine policy.
Coleman.
should adobt immediately a policy
.370 Hitter; Shestak Young, Catcher; son, Camnitss, and
ball in the world's series. The exact
which would enable us with due re- Elton Closman, pitcher; Abel Apple-gate- ,
aL
"61"c
uesuay s game, gard to our moral obiigation to with
At Cincinnati-N- ew
Pitcher; Manager Abrogast;
1
S
S
iuu.iwu at tne secona contest draw from the
aim
York
Philippines and that it
"Hick" Johnson, Catcher.
2 Saturday.
7 12
Cincinnati
would be unwise to tie those islands
ton.
Men
Mathewson and Meyers;
The expenses are understood to be to us by reciprocal and trade relations
Suggs and Clarke.
about $25,000, leaving a net profit of such as were contemplated regarding
$170,000.
What the American Polo sugar and other commodities. A DemAmerican League.
association will do with the balance ocratic caucus placed me on the PhilAt Tloston
has not yet been determined. About ippines committee in 1S97, where I
4 10 3
Detroit.
00,000 persons saw the two matches urged the above views.
5 9 0
Boston
at prices ranging from $25 for some of
"In this contention, the refiners, in- Dubuc, and Rondeau; O'Brien,
the boxes to $2 for seats in the grand eluding the sugar trust," said Senator
and Carrigani
stand'and 50 cents' in the field. j ilcjw'laudS,
Spreikles and .the
uui;ilic:b aic unu qiuc niiu uic
At Philadelphia-Chic- ago
LOBBY HEARING DIGS
sugar factories are on the other. I
0 4 1
UP MORE HISTORY. condemn the methods and practices
3
0
2
Philadelphia
of both as disclosed by the evidence,
Russell and Schalk; Browir and
of which I had little realization, until
(Continued from page one).
Lapp.
recently."
ing the Industry and the reasons given
York
New
At
for the present high prices of sugar. ' HUMAN TIGER" REPRIEVED
JESS WILLARD AND AL
7 2
On October 15 we carried from New WAS TO BE HANGED TOMORROW
WILLIAMS TO ME,ET JULY 4. St. Louis
4
15
10
New York
York a statement from John Arbuckle
Sacramento, Calif., June 19. The
Mitchell, Hamilton and Agnew; Mc on this subject and I suppose that the
San Francisco, Calif., June 19.
supreme court of the United States
and
Connell
one
Sweeney.
from
Chicago will be in some will again consider the case of Jacob
Manager Tom Jones announced last
sense an answer which I think in jus
the "human tiger" connight that he had matched Jess Will-arAt Washington
tice we ought to carry. I personally Oppenheimer,
demned to death for an assault on a
for a ten round fight with Al Cleveland
11
.3
did not know anything about carry fellow
prisoner in the state peniten
6 9
Williams of Cleveland, Ohio, at Reno, Washington
ing Mr. Arbuckle's statement nor was
tiary while under lite sentence. GovLand
and
familiar
with
I
contest
Blanding
Falkenberg.
the
between
24.
Nev., July
ernor Johnson was so advised by telethe beet interests and the cane sugar
Boehling and Henry.
graph from Washington today and
interests.
NO SUBSTITUTE COULD DO THIS.
Oppenheimer a reprieve of
granted
American Association.
"Please your Judgment respecting
execution was to
No inferior substitute, but only the
jthe beet sugar statement and handle three weeks. Thetomorrow.
have taken place
At liulianapolib
iit upon Its news merits."
genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
case was first conOppenheimer's
5 8 q
rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Nebr., of Milwaukee
Mr. Hamlin's reply to Mr. Stone's
court when it.
sidered
the
by
supreme
3ft
his kidney trouble. He says: "I was Indianapolis
nf
Hntrt
wna
Ontnhor
letter
2hripf
the
of the
upheld
Kaisand
constitutionality
Schardt,
Hughes;
Cutting
November 6, 1911. namnn wrote ne
bothered with backache, and the pain
California law under which he was
would run up to the back of my head, erling, Merz and Cotter.
proposed to submit any statement pre
which makes an assault by
and I had spells of dizziness. I took
pared in Chicago to Associated Press asentenced,
life termer on a guard or fellow
Is
New
officials
It
the
for
and
did
Mexican.
Work
the
Pills
the
and
Foley Kidney
they
opinion
expressed
The new
work and I am now entirely rid of kid- working for you, for Santa Fe and because much of it was in the nature prisoner a capital crime.
was
of
on
contention
asked
the
appeal
of
it
evidence"
a
be
of
new
state.
might
"expert
ney trouble." The Capital Pharmacy. the
character that would be admissable Oppenheimer's counsel that the law
before the Hardwick . committee' In was retrocative in his case.
Washington.
PRETTY JUNE BRIDE WILL JOIN CABINET SET. Copies of all the dispatches carried AUSTRALIAN MEAT
INSPECTED BY SAMPLE.
from Chicago by the Associated Press,
at the time of the conference of the
Washington, D. C, June 19. Notice-t.the department of agriculture yto- beet sugar interests, were also furnish
led to the committee by Mr. Stone, day that San Francisco meat inspecwith a letter from Mr. Hamlin, thank- - tion officials had construed orders
!ing him for the accuracy of the Asso- from Washington to mean that every
ciated Press reports. Mr. Hamlin's piece of meat in cargoes from Austra- letter of November 6th was dated at lia had to be examined resulted in
Mr. Stone said his reco- immediate action to clear up a misunj Washington.
llection was that Hamlin had called derstanding. The inspectors were noat the New York office of the Asso tified specifically that they were reciated Press just prior to the time and quired to make "sample inspections"
had been introduced.
only selecting pieces at random for
"I saw him for a few moments," examination.
said Mr. Stone, "and my memory is
very clear that I said to him, 'you
will have an opportunity before congress and as we report all of these
Club.

Won. Lost.
38
17
34
23
32
25
31
25
31
20
34
22
21. 36
41
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W'here They Play Today

j

j

pub-dulc-
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-

i

j
j

Today's Games.

Johnson,
Kane, Shes-taThomason,
Congalton.
This is the wrecking crew that Is
keeping Omaha up near the front of
the procession in the Western league

pennant race.
If Omaha wins the gonfalon In Tip
O'Nell's circuit, it will be due to the
heavy hitting brigade Manager Abro-gas- t
has gathered for Bill Rourke.
The pitching hasn't been any too
classy this spring and the defense is
not of the stonewall variety, but the

slugging, oh, mama!
Chief of the heavy hitters' is Arthur Thomason, two years ago with
the Cleveland American league team.
Thomason bore the ear marks of a
hitter when a Nap, but he had little
experience and needed seasoning. Now
he id kiln dried in the big minor
league lire and is about ready to try
once imore for a job In a major league
and, if his present appearance counts
be will stick.
Omaha's team is composed chiefly
of veterans. There's "Bunk" Congalton, Who for 12 or 13 years has been

j

hitting the ball in minor leagues
above .300; Jim Kane, first baseman,
who was with Pittsburgh for a time;
Shipke, the old Washington Infielder
and Justice.
The pitching staff isn't exactly high
class, although the acquisition of Luke
farmed
Cleveland,
by
Glavenich,
Glavenich
should prove beneficial.
is one of those pitchers who "has ev- -

t

'

-

;'he

',

to
control it. At Omaha he ought to win
a lot of games with the slugging brigade behind him.

erything," but has to learn how

bailer a cash allowance for his meals PELKY PLACED ON
TRIAL FOR MURDER.
when the club was boteling on the
WILL
European plan, a system which genCalgary, Alberta, June 19. Arthur
prevails throughout the baseBE HERE FRIDAY erally
ball world at this time, and which Pelkey, the pugilist, was to be placed
gives the economical soul a chance on trial before Chief Justice Harvey
Boosting for the big Albuquerque- to lay up a few dimes of the club's today charged with causing the death
Santa Fe road race on July 4th, be money by curtailing the high cost of of Luther McCarty in the first round
of their fight at the Burns arena here
tween 60 and 75 citizens of the Duke living.
While the average ball player usual- May 24.
City will arrive here Friday evening
A large crowd was present at the
about six o'clock to attend a meet- ly eats beyond the olub allowance, sethis own hearing today, which is being held
ing of the Chamber of Commerce that tling the difference out of some
on before Chief Justice Harvey of the
evening. According to the following pocket, there are always
lunch supreme court of Alberta, sitting in
Albuquerque report a great deal of in- every club who gave the quick
terest must be manifest there about counters on the outside a strong play special session.
in order to save a piece of change for
Of the 30 witnesses subpoenaed, 18
the Dig race:
frown were present when the trial began.
all
The
themselves.
managers
went
a
committee
Combs
and
Dave
not so much on ac
on this
There were tense moments as the
up one street and down the other to- count of practice,
the
involved, as they chief justice related briefly the cirmoney
cars
day and signed up twenty-twclaim, but because it is harmful to the cumstances leading up to the trial.
for the trip to Santa Fe Friday after- hard
eating ball players.
The work of securing the jury of six
noon which will be for the purpose
It is said that one reason Connie began shortly before noon.
of ar'ousing interest in the endurance
.let a fairly promising athlete
race to be run between Albuquerque Mack
Pelkey pleaded not guilty. The six
a year or so ago and it was prob
go
4.
on
return
and
and Santa Fe
July
prominent citizens of Calgary,
jurors,
was
that
one of many reasons
R. James, George Bryden, J. D.
J.
are
The following car owners agreed to ably
the player insisted on patronizing
make the trip, furnishing car and
McAra, H. W. Riley, former member
cheap fodder to save on his cafe al Trtrlnr.lol Pnrlin ni pn t A AT.. Rerrv- driver and taking along as many
enroute
is
club
ball
a
When
lowance.
as can be accommodated com. a cash allowance is made for his man, and J. A. Dowler.
An agreement, had been made before
xoruDiy, wuicu it is
"'i'
meals in the diner, and there are said
seventy-five- ;
Combs, Sellers Graham
whQ 8ubsist the trial that the jury should determ.
iiUDDeil, Jones, oiouim i.ammu,,
hprria ine whether the contest of May 24
em, Weinman, Yanow, Greer, Hurst, while in transit, much to the hard- - was a boxing match or a prize fight.
Van
Coleman,
Barnett, Cudabac,
Crown Prosecutor James Short claim
eating managers annoyance.
Diense, Mandell, Quickel, Hubbs, ButMcGraw announced some time ago ed that Pelkey's blow struck directly
ler, Sisk, Ben Williams.
that he intends, making his men sign on the jaw and dislocated his neck, as
It Is planned to start from in front tabs in the diner for their meals, in a result 01 wnicn ivicuarty uieu.
of the Hotel Combs promptly at 3 stead of
"If a boxing contest," he declared.
giving them the cash allowo'clock, to pick up passengers at the ance, in order to promote eating and "Pelkey might not be guilty; if a prize
il
Commercial club, and then speed out
with certain mem fight, it was illegal and Pelkey,
making it
on North Fourth street and take the bers of thepopular
Giants. As the immortal he struck tne diow, was gumy 01 mancut across to the mesa road near the Louie Drucke, harassed by the pain . slaugnter.
Menaul school. The cars should reach of spending money, well remarked-"SomSanta Fe at 6:30, according to the
days you can't lay up a cent."
schedule. A special trout supper will
REGATTA TOMORROW.
be served at the Montezuma hotel and
SINGLES IN
WINS
CANADA
at 7:30 a meeting will be held at the
New London. Conn.. June 19 With
TENNIS TOURNAMENT.
chamber of commerce. The motor19.
Canada
today months of training at their backs the
June
London,
ists will leave for Albuquerque early won the first singles match from rival rowing squads of Yale and Har
Saturday morning. Much enthusiasm South Africa in the elimination round vard rested today for their final tests
is being shown in the arrangements for the selection of a ch alien eer for tomorrow, when the three crews of
for the trip to the capital, and it is the
Dwight F. Davis lawn tennis tro- each university meet in the regatta
believed that it will be a big success.
on the Thames river course.
phy.
The crimson of Harvard and the
R. B. Powell represented the DominR. F. Lesur, South Africa. blue of Yale is seen in many forms on
and
ion,
M'CRAW FAVORS
Powell won the match by three sets houses and In shop windows.
Under present conditions Harvard
40
FORCIBLE FEEDS to two. The score was
is a seven to four favorite for the
The match was played at Queen's 'varsity races, while similar odds preKeV York, N. Y., June 19. Forcible
vail on the Yale freshmen in the
"
club.
introfeeding of athletes has been
youngster's race. Perfect weather
J.
duced In the United States by John
conditions prevailed today.
BREAKS
RITCHIE
WILLIE
McGraw, who has commenced holding
WITH MANAGER NOLAN.
his athletes to the dining table and
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
San Francisco, Calif., June 19.
plying them with food.
The lay mind may not catch the Willie Ritchie, lightweight champion Mass., says: "I had a terrible pain
drift bf that McGraw order just issued has dismissed from his service, Man- across my back, with a burning and
s
V
,
in the Far West that the Giants must aged Billie Nolan. The champion scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
eat their meals in the cafes of the came down from Nolan's ranch today Fills as advised, with results certain
hotels where they are stopping, sign- to begin training for his fourth of and sure. The pain and burning feeling tabs for same, but that ukase re- July light with Joe Rivers and an- ing left me, I felt toned np and invigpresents another vicious blow at the nounced the break, adding that his orated. I recommend Foley Kidney
vested right of some of our best ad- reasons were "personal and financial." Fills." For backache, rheumatism,
Miss Ethel McCormlck "of the Baltimore Emersons" who is to be map
Ritchie said he had had a financial lumbago and all kidney and bladder
vertised ball tossers.
Heretofore it has been the custom settlement with Nolan but declined ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. The ried to Francis M. McAdoo, son of the Secretary of the Treasury on June
21st.
for the management to pay the base- - to discuss the details.
Capital Pharmacy.
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bearings before congress, any statement that yon may desire to make
will be reported there."
Mr. Stone testified that Mr. Hamlin's
reference to the fact that the proposed statement might not be made before the Hardwick committee was
evidently in reply to that suggestion.
The committee did not question Sir.
Stone today but Chairman Overman
asked him to hold himself in readiness to appear before the committee
later if they desired it
"I am frequently more or less amused," Mr. Stone told the committee, "at
the popular notion in respect to matters of this sort and, perhaps, I may
in fairness say that both as to the
Associated Press and as to all press

Delicious

Hot

Chocolate.

chilly dayt taueet something
iia tot the inner ma.
W.'TM NftdT.
We're eening hot ehoeolite made from
cnoice proauci ; noted lor
Its pnmy, excellence mad
of fiTor.
deUcloajne
We don't know of any other store
ehoeoltte too
MSw&Jr
that tame
expensire, perbaps. It'e different t OURS
nun's nothing too good for our patron.
October

HOT
CUPFUL FOR

A PIPING

.

eemd with dainty, crisp

D C.
Bracken.

9

MimfR'S alwerifreeh. Inrti
cut of the city, we'll ezpreea It to you.
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MEXSCAB

a few days and will hring with him
his son David, who haB hee.u in school
in New York.
John L. Zimmerman and J. Henson
(Owing to the great Interest mani Newell of Albuquerque,
arrived in
feBted in the Personal Column,
the Santa Fe last night from Las
Vegas,
New Mexican request its readers to
where they had attended the
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
bout ,and left this mornor by telephone (call "31") items of
in
for the Duke City, traveling
ing
this column.
By doing so the read Mr. Newell 's car.
ers will confer a favor on the New
W. O. Conner, superintendent of
Com
Mexican and on their friends.
the New Mexico Deaf school left this
munications sent by mail should bear
afternoon for a short visit to his old
Your Patronage Solicited
the signature of the writer).
1.
...111
I, ......- I..
..n...rin nFtr... 1,'hi.il.
uuiiiriiii;ii in:n win
125 Palace Ave
uiruigm, ttii-BO to Indianapolis
mere, to attend a
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
national conference of the superinW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
N. B. LAIGHLIN, President.
the Postal Tele- Telephone
Piled on the way hack, witli some
tendents of the deaf institutions.
do
not
if
you
company
graph
get
The doctor
strenuous
experiences.
J. B. LAMY,
Miss
who
Clementina
was
Chavez,
your paper and one will be de-St. Luke's hospital,
was
at
work
doing
hi re for two weeks enjoying a good
livered to you at one?.
in conjunction with Denver physicians
time with her friends, left yesterday
for about four weeks. The
up to
lot her home in Aluuinierciue. She Denver was a' most pleasing trip
one, the
A little Bon arrived at the homo of
her
Misses
sisters
accompanied by
roads being In the. finest, condition,
Mr. and Mrs. John I!. Moya yesterday. Amnlia and 'Melita, who with students On their return
FOR SALE-CI- TY
they had some rough:
Alex Gumiorf, member of the TaoHjn! the Loretto Academy this term,
5 Room Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza, Price
going. The tremendous rains stalled
$3,800
county road commission, is in the city! Mrs. Thomas Dorai) and Mrs. L. D. them at Trinidad nhree days, and they
5 Room Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza, Price
2,500
Fosselt left yesterday for C'lovls, were also delayed two days at Haton
from Taos.
Fred Crollet and wife of Albtniuer- - where tney will spend several days !,,n account of the si onus. Their anto- 6 Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol, Price
3,000
(lite, are guests in the Ancient. City visiting old friends. 11 rs. O. L. Owen mobile became helplessly stalled in
6 Room Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza, Price
4,800
wife of Corporation
for a few days.
Commissioner Apache Canyon, and they came in to
10 Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45, Price
5,000
N. T. Armijo, a well known AlbuOwen, Is also in C'lovis now, and the Santa Ke in another machine with a
querque, businessman, is spending a three women will return to Santa Ke party who kindly picked them up. In
FOR
few days in the city.
together.
spite of the atrocious condition of the
2 Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Y
Hon.
If. Andrews
arrived in, Judge R. 11. Ifanna, Hem y Stephens roads made so bv the terrific rains
10 Ranches in the Espanola Valley
,r. n. McXulty are in Las Vegas 0f the
Snnta Fe on the noon train and is
past few days, the touring
3 Large Grants in the State
at the De Vargas.
.today in attendance at the funeral perience has delighted the doctor and
h
was held at Miss Massie who have enjoyed every
Mr. und llrs. I. O. Duckworth of
Ceorge Ward, whi.
FOR PF'VT '(' I Pour Room Modern Brick Cottages
Mr, Ward
Raton and Miss Bessie Lodge of Cim- - :' this atternoon.
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
wasmjtf. n the open, and have gained
arron, are guests at the Montezuma. I'asi grand master oi me .Masons ot i; certain pleasure in overcoming some
Mexico and well known through- - of the difficulties that beset them in
Miss Marty, of Trinidad, Colorado,
is visiting at. the home of her uncle '""t the state.
facing 'the bad motoring which they
T. Shea, ulways a wi leome iiguro encountered on their return,
und aunt, Dr. and Mrs. It. T. Dun- in
now
Santa Ke,
traveling freight and
jleavy.
(C. A. BISHOP)
Secretrry of State Antonio Lucero
B. O. Randall of Taos, one of the passenger agent, for the Kl Paso and win deliver the 4th of July oration at
INSURANCE SURETY BONDS
LOANS
heading orchardists of Taos county, Southwestern, is in the city today on Tucunicari, being invited there under
land president of the Valley bank, is business. Recalling his former resi- - 1u,
Phone, 189 J.
as)jic(.s r i1G commercial (dab of
idenee here. Mr. Shea said: "You-v!in the city today.
tnat cjtv
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa F e, New Mexico.
Yr
tm ......
i! Tinnvpr
Mm
:.. I.. r Pj. in..,
lino lir.un got to baud It to Santa Ke for a sum-is iij
ui inui it(
He will leave tomor-,h, state J
several weeks
visiting mer climate."
spending
,.,tv 0 bUKim.B8 wi,
t'"''
for
other points. looking
friends and relatives in Illinois
ofj(J(l IlIlv,I1K mad(. ., p,,,.,.),,,,,,, tlf
ilH thilt
always been a. char-- j f (fi , fl
,
5
Kansas, is expected home Saturday.
AUl)m,0,.do
' "
Mr. and Mrs. X. Weil and daughter,
an error H. h. Ortiz was J
j
Through
Mr- S. R. lleer, traveling
Miss Edith, who have been the guests
freight pllt down as court "stenographer" in
of Mr. und Mrs. If. S. Howman. left solicitor for the Union
Line, the a
i(om yesterday. Mr. Ortiz has
boe'u n
for their home in Ocate this morning. Kennsylvauia Kuilroal, I'gh. Cin , too
toiIn verbal
0lg
.
& St. Louis Hy Co., Vandalia fol.nli or in
J..M. Luna, county clerk of
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
othpr wor,iSi interpreter of J
cia county, arrived In the city last and oilier lines, was an arrival in the .,n() for tne district, court, to be mis- r.ight to attend the graduating exer- - city last night, and he is today
.,nvthing else in anofflcial
d
cises at St. Michael's College, which ferring with local business men,
capacity.
Being interpreter he often
are held this evening. Mr. Luna's son, accompanied by our old friend "Ui" sees side liirbts In the evidence of our
cornel
Shea"
with
smile
the
that
won't
icourt that, is missed by those who
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best Gilbert, is one of the graduates.
Klias
Mr. and Mrs.
Clark and off, is being initiated into the good do not speak a foreign language.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
of our Santa Fe shippers,
daughter, who were in Santa Ke .M- graces
Isidore Kerran, of Coyote, Kio Arri-- I
asonic dance night, and guests of llr.
NEW ROAD TO TAOS
and .Mrs. Leo llersch returned home ba county, arrived in the city last
SEEMS ASSURED.
104 DON OASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W yesterday, accompanied by Miss Josie night suffering from a painful sore
in
arm
set
the
which
there
under
right
Hersch, who will remain a few days
(Continued from page one).
23 days' ago.
Drs. Harroun and Diaz
at Alcalde.
FerMr.
on
performed an operation
Henry Grant, the Abiquiu, Rio Ar- rail's arm this morning and he is be held this afternoon, at which Gov- ernor W'm. C. McDonald will address
riba county merchant, who has been
easily with the assurances of the
in the east for several
delegates, and discuss the matter!
weks, has resting
he will recover.
the
that
physicians
written that, he will start for home in Ferran's wife and hie
Jose of good roads in which he is a moving
1. Martinez
accompanied .Mr. Ferran spirit.
There are a number of demands foi
to this city.
Scliooloi Dancing- Deponmcnr Mr. and Mrs. Hiram f'hillips, wjl0good roads and road Improvement!),
so.neume
was
ago. uj
Classes in Firemen's Hall were in Santa Fe the oast week have Chairman B'alt'a
j Mrs. Test's
Arthur Seligman, of the
Round Trip Excursion Fare,
where
left for southern
California,
Children's Cluss Begins Friday. June 20,3 P. M Mr
Santa Fe county road board, it is the
Phillip
"
' will leave his wife for a desire or mis county io meet ine oe- Adult Practice ( lass "
.v......
Assembly HeginsKriday, lunr M.Stotl a) P.M.
Lake City, Utah,
aB possible, but to
It" St. Louis, Mo. He will then cornel mand as rapidly
Private Lessons. Fancy Itoneinit Tninxlit.
1,1
1
bee in a few days will, a corp of engi- - done t,1,,m theKl,th a, few,hat wnatwill
during
coming
years
neers and begin the work of Invest!-- j
be r a Pwmiinent nature, and for
gating the water works svstem, and oil
tllOBe
w" ll8e
,a8tln5 blnHflt of
making a survey and estimate of
jeosl of a new water supply plunt lor

UNITED STATES BANK 4 TRUST CO.
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Ready TrimmedjF

HATS

CAPITAL $50,00000
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$1.50
$2.00
$4.00
$5.00
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GOODS

GO.

SKIRTS

are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all

We

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

DRY

WHITE

LADIES'

At Less Than Cost

Business

Does a General Banking

SELIGIN

ADOLF

.

.

White Underskirts for Ladies.
Skirts in Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered
Skirts Trimmed In Lac and Insertion

Skirts, Wide Embroidery Flouncing
Skirts Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1.13
$1.39
$2.69
$3.23

PHONE 180.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

!hs

PROPERTY

SALERANCH PROPERTY

INSURE WITH IIAVWARD

'

O. C. WATSON & CO.

!'"

Is This a Bargain ?
water

adobe house on Galisteo Street, with city
and el
ectric liyhts; no bath, Lot 55x158 feet with a dozen bearing fruit
trees, chicken house and yard. Adobe barn in need of repairs. Two
hundred dollars added to purchase price of this property in way of
repairs and improvements will greatly enhance value.
Six-roo-

Price, $1,825.00. Reasonable Terms.

reg-ipn-

jf

AND REST CONTENT.

JOSEPH

B.

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
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M
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Valeu-jC'hic-

WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
WheiTyou can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFINO
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
e
assortment of the Sterneau "inferno," all
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
high-grad-

j

j

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

i

j
j

THE
STAR- BARN
W.
A. WILLIAMS,

enver&Rio Grande R.R.

$34.50

ACCOUNT ANNUAL CONVENTION

INSURANCE

DC

July

7-1-

fONAL ASSOCIATION

DATES OF SALE JULY 4, 5,

i,

theh

j

tluln-(Sant-

1913.

Hack and Baggage Lines.
Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

PONIES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

Fe.

j

Hay, WeGrain

Flour

Can Save You Money.
a
Telephone Trial Order. Phone
Cash.
Buy and 5ell

J.

Miss Kinnta Brown, teacher m the WASHINGTON MAN FOR
214
PRESIDENT R. R. AGENTS,
Allison school, left Wednesday for her
We
for
Salt. Lake, City, Utah, .Tune 19. J.
home in Madison, Ind., where she will
For 15
Connelly, of 'Washington, D. C
spend her summer vacation.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
years Miss Brown has given efficient, was elected president of the InternaThe Best That Can be Bought ! and faithful service to mission work, tional Association of Railway Special
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
and Agents and Police, at the closing ses-- i
and her cheerful
disposition
AT ANY PRICE
si nny smile have endeared her to San sion of their seventeenth annua,! con-- ;
iiiiittitiiiitiiini
here today.
Jones
Joseph
Take no chances on either ta Fe people who will be glad to
was
iof
elected
vice
Salt
presiIjtke
when a small amount will give come her on her return. Mrs. Alan
CO.
- dent, and W. C. Pannell, of Baltimore,
you the protection that you R McCord and little son, Francis Ne- secretary and treasurer. Norfolk, Va.,
- 1 16
M. O'CONNELL,
need, and when you do use in- jvin, accompanied Miss Brown as far was selected as the meeting place in
surance get the best, as it is as Lamy.
191 (.
Word has just been received in this
the cheapest, and
city of the death of Mrs. Isabella
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
ALWAYS SEE
who died May 27, 191.3. at
for you, for Santa Fe and
Hoiking
di
in
home
Macchis
Sernia,
Italy.
y
(her
.
iShe was 98 years old, and died of old the new state.
of
'age debility. She was a resident
Office United States Bank Building
Santa Fe for a very long time, where
(FIKST FLOOK)
she was well known and very well
DISTRIBUTOR OF
liked by all who knew her. She left
who has purchased the Insurin Italy
twelve
home
her
native
'for
ance Business of the L. A.
ago where she spent her last
riarvev Agency. Strong lines. years
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
days, one was tne motner or tne late
good companies,goodprotection
Michae.1 Berardinelli of this city, and
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
of Oamille Berardinelli of Albuquerwater. Agent for Jttanitou Spring Mineral Water.
que. She leaves beside three other
TELEPHONE 35 J
sons who live in Italy, and a very
Santa Fe, New Mex.
H.
KAUNE
GO. large number of grandchildren and
the
Among
great, grandchildren.
grandchildren are the Berardinelli
Where Quality Governs the Price hoys of this city who are well known
and very popular here.
and Price the Quality
Mr. and Mrs. IT. K. Morgans arrived in;. Santa Fe last evening and
will be; welcomed to the city by many
frieuda b'ere. Mr. Morgan, who Is a
not
one
new
a
Idea, but
Its
popular and efficient draftsman in the
well worth considering when
office oY the state engineer, recently
Is now furnishing us
hied himself away to. Wooster, Ohio,
you buy your Groceries. The
her fresh HOME
with
and was quietly married to one of
purity and wholesomenest of
MADE BREAD and
all foods sold In our store
that town's fair daughters. Miss Jane
Is your best kind of Health
Kilgore on June 12. The young peoROLLS. PIES, COFInsurance for you. Inferior
ple are receiving the congratulations
FEE CAKES, LAYER
of friends here who wish them long
goods are not sold by vs. We
leave that to trios- - who wish
CAKES, Etc., every
life and happiness. Mr. and Mrs. MorHIGH
to take chances.
gans report a pleasant journey to the
hour in the day. If
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
great southwest, the weather being
tried
them
you have
an agreeable change from that of the
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
Colorado Springs, $18.15
Denver,
.
. we need say no more,
WILL PERMIT Is the basis
east. Mrs. Morgans will .soon like the
16.35
west, as she already comments favupon which we want our
Lake, Ogden, 40.00
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er or not the surrounding country is The owner of the animal, Lucy 1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that said
assets to build up.
cost you nothing, but you will
night, confidence and good will are mighty fine vnu
"I am Caruso."
tells the whole financially embarrassed. If advertishaven't, a finger in tills
who is housekeeper for a fam proof will be made before Abel Perea,
But ihui't run wa wtli tin; irnprcrsion mm
It ing doesn't nav it cannot he reinieil Dorins,
find It invaluable.
story. Nothing need be added.
at Bernalillo, X.
ily of the name of Frazer iu Salem,
Clerk,
pie.
snows the conceited
ass m all his that the advertisement was attractive-silly- , Ohio, added her shrill protests to the County
i
imvlnr what is vour point of view? Do you realize that a good
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
more
tawdry egotism. There is just)y deslgned It i8 ignorance that savs bedlam. She declared that her "Maje" Mora, of Cuba, N. M., for the lot 1,
article is worth a fair price and that you have no right to expect
one way to handle these swell headed t doegn,t
was innoffensive and that he should Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec. 16,
for?
pav.Cimarron citizen.
than you pay
men and w omen, who think they re
not be choked.
A Rare View.
T. 21 N R. 1 W.
In business special conditions sometimes force the sale of goods at prices
is
of
and
it
to
out
that
knock
"It,"
A vision of great beauty was relosl.i.lnu.- mt- and competition frequently narrows the margin of profits so that
fast
this
time
wai
"Maje"
By
an aver- them with a prize ring punch. It is vealed to the residents of our city ing his interest in life. Mrs. Street's to He names the following witnesses
Colorado, Grand Canyon, Caliadyou have oportunities of getting exceptional bargains. But, drawing
prove his actual continuous
than the only medicine that will cure a Wednesday evening, when the
less
for
need
what
you
of
was
but
slowly
verse
light
grip
s(urely
choking
age over a period of time, do you expect to get
of
said
fornia, the Northwest Chicago,
tract for
possession
Caruso egotism
the setting sun illuminating the tip the life out of him.
it is really worth, and in that expectation, put pressure on trade until you
twenty years next preceding the surCustoms.
Adirondacks, the Northern Lake'
of Johnson Mesa on the east. The
force a percentage of misrepresentation?
How customs do vary au'd
"Maje" was sent to the Health De- vey of the township, viz:
or the Atlantic Coast
Regions,
A little reflection ought to make it clear to you that the manufacturer
cloud
fantastic
in
effects, tinted
pale partment, where be will be place.! un
differ.
Tranqulllno Romero, Jose Andres
Resorts this summer? '
and retailer are not in business on a basis of philanthropy, but for profit; and
violet and mauve, topping theider observation to see If he develODS Archibeque, Colso Sandoval,
rose,
Felipe
Here in our country we see adverthat without profit they cannot stay in business or you be served.
variegated green of the hillsides, form rabies, and Mrs. Street drove her Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
anti-fa- t
dope. We see ed a picture so
It follows, then, that If you press them incessantly for abnormally cheap tisements of
that
and
the
thosj
exquisite
maid, daughter,
patrolman
Any person who desires to
will leave receipts insistently for keeping down who
sen-icwitnessed it will bear it in mem- the owner of the animal to headquart against the allowance of said protest
they will of necessity meet that condition in ways which
information
about
Complete
the flesh. Lillian Russell and other
proof,
their profit undisturbed.
for
a
ers.
time.
The
summer
Mrs.
into
The
scrambled
ory
or
long
who
party
knows
of
summer
and train service,
fares
rea
about
substantial
any
When
write
full
value.
beauty experts
learnedly
The best "buy" is when you pay a just price and get
in
of
the presence
son under the law and regulations of
nature of things different methods of controlling the evening light effects upon Johnson Street's automobile
etc., tent promptly, if you
you get a high vaiue at a low price you are lucky ,and in the
Mesa are among the permanent at- a crowd which jammed the roadway.
the Interior department why such
adipose. One of the funny sayings in
what you gain in this way has somehow to be offset.
tractions
of
or.
our
beautiful
but
was
and
should
not
city,
Formal
be
proof
lodged
allowed will be
complaint
In the long run, therefore, you get what, you pay for. By accustoming a farce that had a big run in the east
d
of quality ser- was, "Nobody loves a fat man,
and this occasion they surpassed for lovo- - Mrs. Street drove off, seeking a physi- given an opportunity at the
yourself to paying quality prices you increase the probability
H. S. LUTZ, Afent,
s
Ra
months.
seen
in
cian to attend the maid's injury.
e
any
many
time and place to
our ladies, too take divers methods
vice, just as, by reversing the rule, you increase the liability to
ton Range.
the
to
witnesses
said
of
thin.
claimant
which
stay
but
of
helps
course;
maybe
Which in no degree justifies cheating,
SANTA FE,
Some Auto Rules.
Subscribe tor the Santa Fi Ne and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
But in one place in the world, it
to explain your part in the encouragement of that very wrong practice.
The Index has acquired a
Mexican, the paper that boosts all that submitted by claimant
as
as
well
dishonest sell- seems that plump brides are the style.
Maybe there is such a thing as Immoral buying
NEW MEXICO
Thinness is not thought to be beauty.
auto, formerly the property the time and works for the upbuildFRANCISCO DELGADO,
ing. And maybe the two are more closely related than we have usually sup
Ekoi tribes In South Africa do not of Johnny Austin, who has bought a ing of our new 8tats
Beglster.ll
posed
favor thin women, so a regular "fat
for
ting system" has been evolved
H
1...I.1..C O IV.,, tUn I,,,,,..
M V
U11U1
IUI lllf
AIU!I1JJ
lllj ,.1.......
like braves.
Betrothed girls go Into retirement
'for a few months, or a couple of years,
to the wealth possessed by
laccording
.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

WOMAN FEELS

Warren. Albuquerque.
Smith, City.
l'eter Kitchen, Albuquerque.
Mr. llalles, Albuquerque,
li. t;. Kandull, Taos.
A. Uusdorf, Taos.
J as. .1 tord, Denver
A. I. Towne and wife, (Yrrillos
D. D. Conway Alamosa.
B. B. Cornell, Alamosa.
W. D. Shea, Kl Paso.
S. It. lleer, Denver.
II. B. Hurdle, Denver.
A. 1.. I.efft, Denver.
Karl II. Vesper, New York.
A. l.evlne, Chicago.
.. M. Harlan, Albuquerque.
W. A. Kldridge, Los Angeles.
Montezuma.
'I'. J. vSandford, City.
s. T. I.onergan. Albuquerque.
k. M. Johnson, Dallas.
c. V. Sullivan, Fairview. X. M.
M. J. Rogers, Dallas.
1.. T. Hardy, Kspanola.
Air and Mrs. U. F. Hog and wife
Umisville, Ky.
II. 0. Cordon and wife.
II. K. Cordon, Santa Ana, Calif.
X. Williams, Erie, Pa.
Venceslao Jarramillo, Kl llito.
O. I.. Owen, City.
.Mr. and .Mrs. I. O. Duckworth, Ha
ton.
Miss Bessie Dodge, Cimarron.
A.
Myers, Denver.
T. 11. Bell. Kl Paso.
K. H. Holmes, Denver.
X. T. Armijo, Albuquerque.
J. V. Lane, St. Ixniis.
Fred Crollett and witv Albuquer- V. 15.
I. . V.

S

V Modern
Methods

PWMEJ

CAl,

ISP ' 5r.0

CO"

1cTBiKiMf,P0VVDt"

of sour milk and
Mammy now uses Calnmet Baking Powder insteadmore
convenient
is
it
big-ca- n
because
and
kind,
or
oda
the cheap
because she knows from experience that the baking will be lighter,
daintier and more uniformly raise- d- that it will keep fresh longer.
Calumet is certain of good results it is purer and more wholesome
kind, and more economical in the end.
than the cheap big-ca- n

.

WANTS

MASONIC.

De Vargas.

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
WANTEDA competent cook. Ap- commuulRegular
cation flnt Monday ply Mrs. A. U.
of each month at
or unvr-tisheFOR RENT Furnished
at
Halt
Masonic
rooms. Call at New State Cife
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
.Vrooin
Furnished
It'EXT
FOR
ICHAS E. IJNNEY, Secretary.
modern house. Owner leaving town.
Santa Fe Chapter No ('. A. I , New .Mexiran.
1. R. A. M.
Regular
second
FOR RENT Furnished front loom,
convocation
ID
Monday of earn month; with private bath in connection.
at Masonic Hall at Grant avenue.

10 YEARS

-

YOUNGER

d

i

Since Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound Restored Her Health.

j

take great pleas- Louisville. Kv.-- "I
7: ISO p. m.
J. A. MASSIF,
ure in writing to inform you of what
FOR KENT A three or six room
Lvdia K. linkham s ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
II, P house furnished or unfurnished.
Ap- Com
Vegetable
ikl.
D.
Secretary.
Lowit
S
to
j(W.
ply
pound has done tor
1

me. 1 was wean,
nervous, and cared
for nothing but

Santa Fe Gornmanflery
Piano for Sale In first class condi
No. 1, K. T. Regular tion. Call between Z ami 1 p. ui. iu
conclave fourth Mon Washingion avenue.
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
n,e best
SALKOMI.
,,(m
- m- iT.ini ln s in Tcsuuue valley. Terms to
,
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. V.
u A
Nw Mf.xl(.an.

go Hiicnu wild my
work daily ami teel
ten years younger
than before 1 started
takintr vour medi- cine. I will advise
any woman to consult with you befora
going to a doctor. " Mrs. INIZK WlL-- ;
LIS, 2229 Bank St., Louisville, Ky.

'

i

P-

w-

.

-

'

Santa Fo Lodge of
fection No. 1, 14th
gree. Ancient ana

FUR

Per-

SALE

Coed

tl

horse-powe-

de

New Mexican I'rinting coinAc Apply
Jinny.
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
modern
f
month nt' FOR HEM -- New
.u. .Ki- -j xt
corner Capitol
southeast
house
briek
New
in
the
In
the evening
7:110 o'clock
'
.
Rite grounds. Mrs. Geo. M. Kinsell, I'lione
flnttieri-ralScottish

Another Sufferer Relieved.

-

Romnvor. Texas. " I suffered terri- CHICAGO
bly with a displacement and bladder
Visiting
I was in misery all trie lime
trouble.
12.'t .1.
I Masons are cordially invited to attend,
et the vest.
and could not walk any distance.
received highest awards
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
I never could be cured, but my
thought
Pri Espoaition, Franca, March, 1912
LOGGERS WANTED A few teams
World's Pure Food Exposition, Chicago. III.
Venerable Master.
mother advised me to try Lydia E.Pink- wanted
immediately at. Truchas saw
A.
WHEELO.N, Secy.
ham's Vegetable Compound and I did. CflAS.
mill to haul logs.
Apply al mill. M.
" I am cured of the displacement and
V. Thompson.
E.
O.
P.
D
thp b)n(ld(,r trouble is relieved. I tbinlc
Santa Fe LodgeNo
que.
the Compound is the finest medicine on
ROOMS FOR MEN
P. O. E.
Newly furriish- 460. B.
Mrs.
J. V. Kgan, Quincy.
earth for suffering women.
shower
bath, use of
and
Its
boldi
regular
airy,
light
J. F. Sweeney, Richmond. Va.
VIOLA JAsr-KK-,
uomayor, lexas.
elision on the sec-- library. Mrs. A. H. 1'. Robinson, corner
John j. Zimmerman. Albuquerque
fourth Grant anil Johnson. Fhone 270 J.
and
ond
If you want special advice write to
.T.
II. Newell, Albuquerque.
ll
Wednesday cf each .
I.ydia K. Plnkhain Medicine Co.
Coronado.
TYPEWRITERS
VHItlim!
month.
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
ho opened, read and answered hy a
X. H. Huffman, Salina. Kan.
brothers are lnvlt-- Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Newconfidence.
woman and held in strict
Ribbons and sunJ. J. .Manzanares, Park View.
ed and welcome,
platens furnished.
1. Ferran, Coyote.
plies Typewriters sold, exebcange
EDWARD P. DA VIES,
bahinc ponder. Don't be mislead. Buy Calumet. 9
n
land lented. Standard makes handled.
J. C. Ferran, Coyote.
mnnev when uou buV cheat) or
Vi, rlnn'i
Exalted Ruler,
,
C. H. WILSON, All repair work and typewriters
best results. Calumet is far superior to sour mit!( and soda.
wholesome
Stanley.
more
economical
Benybill,
gives
more
i
FIRECRACKER IN
ianteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- O. I.. Taylor, Kansas City.
change, Phone 231 W.
Willie Coke, Das Vegas.
JAR BURNS BOV
Fe Camp
Mrs. Menne Coke, Das Vegas.
Santa
Roflcio Durante, Juarez, Mex.
13514, M. W. A. PROFESSIONAL
last week. Sport, the faithful bull
CARDS
Fort Huron, Mich., June 10. Struck
meets second TuesI.. Sedillos, l.as Vegas.
terrier, belonging to Billy Williams
a
of
an
in
the
face
full
by
explosion
soF. Durante, Las Vegas.
picked up a dose that would have
day each month,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
bottle which he was placing on the
cial meeting third
proved fatal had not a bullet put an
P. Endrada, Endrada, X. M.
a light
after
deposited
having
ground
tut.
Fireat
end to his suffering. A little "yaller
Tuesday
J. Endrada, Endrada.
Mc-!ed firecracker
Vdvvard p. davies,
inside, Charles
ey man's Hall. Visitdoubtless .looking for a new victim
dog" that had followed Mr. Veig about
O. A. Dunn, St. Louis.
Intends to-rson of Ixjslie McDonald, of
Donald,
City Attorney.
.Tnnt.nnll v
visit
in
a
his
over
after
.
tracks
fell
welcome.
n 11. Yoakum, Sweet Water. Texas.;.,
,
d
akened Tucutncurl News.
mlProw ,.Kcai)0 from lng neighbors
Mr. August Deitzn 'it
. ri UTTTTTTTirT f'nTlRill.
'to the corral where the poison had
Capital City Bank Building,
of the t
Texas
F.
Wetman,
of
Leon,
loss
uformea
Identh or
sight,
at six this moraine
Rooms
been scattered. This morning the dog
A, E. P. ROBINSON. Cierk.
J. 0. Sandoval, jx Lande.
that a
A Near Tragedy.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
by Ihe balance of
Young McDonald, in company with
helnncrlntr to Pat Kellev came home
e ",..
When the first attempt was made fl.om a vjf.it ou th(J hnls aboV(! the cor.
strange person had gamed entrance to
companions of his own age, had
FARMER
W.
F.
their house. Deitzie immediately be- .Monday afternoon to seperate water jral and h(ld to ,)P B,10t as liu was 8Uf.
G. W. PRICHARD,
lseliased a number of firecrackers.
Work for the New Mexican.
No.
Homestead
Donald conceived the idea of placing
and Counsellor-at-Law- .
gan investigating and discovered a from the oi' in what is known as "De-- : . ,
for you. for Santa Fe
aconv
Attorney
intense
working
2879, Brother.
little girl in hiding. When asked what vore No. 1," lorineil.v Hliuwn as mc
.. . . ,
(one in a bottle.
,.,., Hie (the new state.
Practices in all the District Court
Q
her business was she informed theRho(ng wvit almost a tragedy was r.r.it'r.n
and gives special attention to case
.111
II
CfVStrill
cng ( t
can Yoemen.
folks that she was a judge, a Judge enacted before operators could
before the State Supreme Court.
!n
iriu .milnnTioutli ti tlilil flf
second
Meets
of good candies, pies, ice cream, cake warned.
let
A packer was
being
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
GIVES
of
his
The
one
probPOLICE
Mofourth
ONCE
crystal
fingers.
and
CHIEF,
NO
CONVICT
6539.
She was also a good down Into the hole and when almost
and sundae.
entered while he was trying to
ndays of the Chat. F. Easlcy, . Chat. S. Ealey,
Judge of homes and had found one to in position, the water was temporar- ably his
been
had
which
poisoned.
dogs
month at the
STARTLING INTERVIEW FROM HIS PRISON CELL
suit her and intended to stay. Oallup ily shut out. Before the five work- help
EASLEY & EA'iLEY,
reDr.
set.
Given
but
In,
Inflammation
Fireman's Hall.
men on the derrick floor were aware moved the
Independent.
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
done
before it had
crystal
L.
R.
Foreman.
H.
Baca,
were
iof any danger three of them
in the Courts and oetr
Practice
much damage. Flillsboro Free Press.
Gonzales.
David
Sec.
Cor.
Had a Flood.
'prostrated by poison gas The other
Officer Can UnLand Department.
"Being a Convict an Experience Without Which No Police
A big rise in the Pecos came down two made a rapid run for fresh air,
Do
With
Criminals,"
to
Land grants and titles examine.
What
Problem
the
of
In
Santa Fe Lodge
Flood.
Even
derstand
Vaguely
Caught
Campers
of
aid
to
their
,
the
last, night and today the water has but returned
Executive Who Sent Hundreds to Prison.
No. 2, Knights of Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estan-ciaVerdict of
of
rains
The
night
measures
Tuesday
Heroic
heavy
the low lanas'along the river jrades immediately.
M.
N.
caused
Pythias meets
east of town. The Highsmith homeSiich as are usually employed in such and the flood that followed,
(By Fred D. Boalt.)
every Monday
southeast of town was surrounded by emergencies, were taken and within ci,mpers to move and leave B.their Walla Walla I'enitentiary, Wash.,
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
evening at 8 o'clock
W.
water early this morning and neigh-- twenty minutes the men had regained camps within short notice. J.
Wappenstein,
June 1!). Charles
Dentist.
K.
in
Mooting
who was camping on the banks
Within an hour or two
hnra fonrina- a still ereater rise went consciousness.
formerly chief of police of Seattle,
Hall oer
of P.
Spitz Jewelry Stor.
OTr
the
time
of
worst
their
at
for
none
the
the
the
of
were
thev
,
Cimarron,
and
in and assisted Mrs. Highsmith
sent thousands of men to the peniten-Rooms 1, 2 and S.
Kaune's store.
Artesia Advocate.
Hood, together with II. K. Fisher, who
them to experience.
children out and brought
tiury. Now he is himself a convict.
Phone Red 6.
All
to
forced
leave
were
is
town.
attending him,
He. was committed himself a year ago
Office Hours g a. m. to t p.
Knights are most
their tent Wednesday morning at two to serve from three to ten years for
The" water flooded a good portion of
Is a Success.
And by Appointment
cordially invited.
a tree to save themclimb
and
o'clock
the low lands east of the river and
j
The oil company that Frank Slaplin
A. P. HILL, C. C.
caused the Kaisers to move to the W. (ioff Black and other San Juan selves from the wild water of the Cim
"It is not." he says, with a wry
of B. and 3.
K.
A.
BEING
ARDT,
in
were
men
The
arron
informer.
time.
hills for a
river
sleeping
Dayton
heen trying to
M.
"an experience which a man
county men have
C. C.
smile,
and
flood
It is, howfinance is now an assured success. the tent at the, time of the
seek
OF AMERICA.
would
voluntarily.
UNION
FRATERNAL
SURGEON,
unPHYSICAN and
Was Confused.
Over $7,000 has been pledged in stock were aware of the fact that an
regular
Lodire No. 259, holds it
ever, an experience without which no
e
j. rr
...1.,.. n ti ,u.k Rooms
more is in sight. The company usually heavy rain was coining down one, police officer or social reformer,
An incident which might have prov-lan9
on
tne
nrsi
Laughlin Bldg. Call j
muieuaj
meeting
start proceedings to on the tent. It was not until a large can understand even vaguely the
ed an accident, occurred at the First will at once
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. promply attended day or night. V
the
tent
in
occupants
that
log struck the
National Bank corner Tuesday while place one or two drilling outfits
of what to do with criminals.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
of the tent were aware of their dan-- problem I was a
on the
two gentlemen were standing upon the !the Meadows field, west of the
7 to 8 p. m
2 to 4 p. m
come.
policeman
i to If a. m.,
"First,
of the sidewalk talking to ajtox well, in which oil was struck gerous locality . Mr. Fisher inline-- ' beat; then a detective; finally chief.
BENITO ALARID, President,
rr?T?
The new wells will be diately awoke the patient, and togeth-friend. A long, gangling boy, looking! last spring.
to take
EAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
j
No person need hesitate
thought I was 'wise.' I was as 'wise'
oul
to
not
allowed
a
tree
climbed
and
him
with
the
came
start
er
get
from
cased
somewhat like a pair of tongs,
as is possible for a man to be who has
Pills on the ground that
around the corner, one skate getting to cave in as was Ihe Mattox well. of the reach of the rapidly rising wa-- never 'done time' in prison and seen
ODD FP.LLOWS, Foley Kidney
is in them. Foley
and he B. A. Hitter, a prominent engineer ters. They remained in the tree from at first hand to what extent our reforon a strike throwing him
No. 2, I. O. O. F. they know not what
Co. guarantee them to be a pure
Santa Fe Lodg
struck an. old gentleman Just below and geologist of Colorado Springs, two o'clock in the morning until day! matories do not reform.''
,n j,a. ...
the knees, knocking the old gent sev- has given a very favorable report on break, as they were enclosed in utter
mcti rBEiilarlv curauve lucuicine,
SeWappenstein is not the "Wappy"
s n'elne.l for kidney- and bladder ailments and
i
vt
eral feet in the street, while the boy the Meadows field, and the sinking darkness and were in great danger of
every luuisua; ccuiu&
used to know in the tough days
do not contain
doubled up like a barlow knife in the of a deep well by a responsible com- being carried down the stream by the attle
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth- irregularities. They
of the "vice syndicate.
demonwill
the
as
came
to
habit
such
above,
drugs. Try them. The
forming
pany
gutter. The old gent turned and
waters, should they have attempted
welcome.
era
always
world
the
of
Before he went out
" Capital Pharmacy.
strate the extent of San Juan county's lower themselves to the ground .
hack, calmly remarking:
of men and became No. (1589, he was
Index.
Aztec
oil
deposits.
necwas.
I
not
CONTRACTORS,
know
TO
did
I
where
with
NOTICE
but
men
the
''Well,
Both
escaped
familiar type of the police officer!
Call for Bids.
thought I was at home and the old
essary clothes on their backs, Mr. ibrusuuo and domineering in manner;
Hillsboro.
at
General
Poisoning
woman had landed on me again."
Fisher having but a pair of trousers
billi
Notice is hereby given that sealed
,
Several more dogs were poisoned on, during the long hours that follow-- '
The boy made his
and is
snnhisticated and a bit hard
proposals will be received by the may- ,
San-of
the
of
council
could
leave
their
until
and
or
city
place
ed,
they
city
t.)kjnK a cvnU,al vk,w of ijfe.
and secure more clothing. From the, Hp had tne po iceiiinns
ta Fe, at 7: HO p. m. on the 8th day of
attitude.
time the log struck the tent within aKvPry BUSppCt ought to be arrested.
July, A. I)., 1913. at the council chaincourt house in the
in
the
ber
county
few moments, water was knee deep in Kvel.;,
was
j.Uilty.
prisonel.
of Santa Fe, for the construction
the tent, and all their clothing was
Nq (...,h ,s to(1.,v another sort a
C. W. Wappenstein, Once Chief of OI a
soiled and part of it washed away. jppIlte rstie. figure whose eyes smile
letiuuicru viuui
Con- Now
of
Seattle, Wash,
Foliee
with basement, to replace tnat now
Wed Himost timidly through
The men came to Cimarron
&
vict No. 6539.
existing in the plaza of said city.
Weeks ago he asked to be
nesday morning and purchased thelus8eg
Plans and specifications can be ex-as
not
importis
did
on
he
what
and
as,
"Yet
chicken
articles
house,
transferred to the
necessary wearing
amined at the place of business of
TIME TABLE
Thursday morning returned to thelon his release, he expects to go into ant as why he did it.
the city clerk between the hours of
hunscene of the flood to ascertain to what Ujie chicken-raisinbusiness and
"If you steal because you are
of
and 5 p. m., and copies
9 a. m
Effective January 1st, 1913.
severeactual loss they were the victims.
wants the experience.
gry, should you be punished as
same will be loaned to responsible
were
Be a Dish of
him
find
Ala-day,
because
stole
any
you
There you may
J. B. Hogan came here from
ly as if you
parties, in turn, for periods not to
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conhama last October for his health, and 'surrounded by the clucking hens, greedy?
t
hours.
exceed
nect with No. 3 westbound and
of
swarms
tihnnt one month aeo. started to camn strutting roosters, and
"And penitentiaries don't reform.
out on
No. 10 eastbound.
All bids must be made
out for the summer and fall, taking cheeping chicks. On his grey, shoddy, These men, some of whom I put here, blank forms provided for the purReturning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
trousers, his hickory are more deeply steeped in crime and
along Mr. Fisher as guide.
pose, copies of which can be procured
m.
are
coat,
his
shoddy
The party will continue to camp out shirt,
vice now than when they committed from the city clerk upon application,
black numerals
con- and must be
coun3 carries passengers to AlbuNo.
were
to
the
which
of
crime
the balance of the summer and fall. stenciled in big,
the
presented
they
"Gr,:S!).,
at
or
locally, and to Pacific
querque,
their
bidders
agents
victed.
cil by the
'
Coast points.
"I was glad to get outside the wall,
time and place, or
stated
above
the
lives.
abnormal
are
leading
Cream
"They
and
adRAT WEARS
"It's hell in the
said Wappenstein.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conare locked up in tiny cells at may be mailed in sealed envelopes
to the Hon. Celso Lopez, may-There's no ventilation and They
dressed
talk
to
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
allowed
not
are
LOST TEN YEARS
They
night.
ycu have to breathe the fine particles a work or at meals. All about them or, who shall present said bids asNo. 2, eastbound. connecting at
fladelicious
"Cut-off- "
crisp,
above stated. All bids will be plainfrom the jute. A few months of it. is
with
rifles.
with
Albuquerque
Everything
guards
aie
19
X. J., June
Harry
Millville,
sure death to a man with about them is designed to remind ly marked on the wrapper "Bid for
Pecos Valand
Clovis
for
train
pretty
nearly
food
which
and
fully
Ackley, a dairyman, of Menantico, weak lungs or who is predisposed to
rnnstrnction of Band Stand," and will
ley points.
them that they have fallen.
three miles south of this city, broke tuberculosis.
be unsealed and the contents publicly
of
body.
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
but their toil does not announced at the above named time
a lens in his spectacles while he was
work,
Returning,
"They
un.
"I wouldn't have kicked, you
.
,
u
m.
know
the
state.
or
them
ar worK in ins iuaru icu yeara uru. iic
They
Iderstand,' he went on . if they had profit are a burden to the state a dead and place.
a food
laid the frame on a shelf while he fin- especially
The right is reserved to reject any
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conme there. You have to take your they
and or all bids.
ished the chores, and when he return- kept
How are hope, ambition
loss.
nect with No. 7 westbound carI
sent
come
here
when you
in
because it is
Grape-Nut- s
ed for the spectacles they had disap- medicine
to survive in
breast of a
CELSO LOPEZ,
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
lots of them and I pride who knows that the
here
others
he is no good lo
peared.
Mayor.
4 eastbound.
for
which
much sympathy for them man
feel
didn't
They FACUNDO ORTIZ, City Clerk.
A long search was without result.
society, himself or anybody?
either.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
Nerves--- a
to have useful work, more libThe other night a cat caught a rat
the tissue cells in
ought
to
be
able
I'd
that
I
m.
think
now,
"But
never
fastened
and
Is
in
more
under the barn,
fresh air.
medicine
firmly
A substitute
between mere of- erty and
better
distinguish
8:50 p. m. to conframe
was
the
neck
about the rat's
scientific fact.
"There are hard men in this pen-pl- enty for the benefit of the buyer. Never be Leave Santa Fe
the law and actual
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
from which the lens had been broken. fenders against
but
to
Foley's
men.
buy
are
anything
them.
pnrsuaded
There
of
good
There are good men in
No. 9 westbound.
One portion of the frame was held criminals.
fame
for money-makin- g
not to be here. But they will not stay good long. Grad- Koney and Tar Compound for coughs
in the rat's Jaws, from which a tusk- this pen who ought
and colds for children or for grown
what
is
arrive Santa Fe 12:30
that
from
the
not
'college'
uated
Returning,
does
law
the
is
that
The
trouble
Grape-Nut- s.
like tooth protruded, almost encircilng
of keen
It is prompt and effective.
will persons.
a. m.
call
ciookB
and
they
acts
between
penitentiaries
one of the rods of the spectacles. The always distinguish
comes in a yellow package, with
If a man commits a certain return to society with stunted bodies It
gold on the frame was as bright as motives.
on carton. It contains no
beehive
will
educate
souls.
dwarfed
for
They
when it had been bought from the crime, the law says he must be given and
Take no substitute fori
in the art of crime. They will opiates.
others
a
certain
punishment.
the
spectaoptician. The rat, wearing
and
Tar
Compound.
"But why did he commit the marry and become fathers of tainted Foley's Honey
'
cles, is now being exhibited in this
The Capital Pharmacy.
children."
crime? The law seldom asks. lty.

Give Calnmet one trial. If it fails to give you absolute satisfaction
you don't get Calumet yon don't
your money nick.
return it and
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Vargas hotel, are still going on. The!
outside of the building now begins to
snow what It will look like with the!
AT A BIG DISCOUNT
new pebble dash work, and the ce-IN TELEPHONING
ment
work will soon be finished about owing to an overstock.
TAILORED
The New Mexican, if your business
Grass will be planted AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
or the driveway.
li about advertising, subscription
curme
uiuious purcnnse oi
market at
Discnargea from tsanKruptcy.
ON
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
job work, please call up "286." If on the spots between the driveway and ;price.
liuf rent, prices for a long pull.
of
Joseph Budugt-rwish to speak to the editor or give me noiei, ana me entire appearance Wi 20 9nd j5 per cent discount. Don't
If your inclination Is toward rail-- ! you
l)een Uncharged from bankruptcy by
ot
the
"
comexterior
has
undergone a
any news, please phone "31
forget to get prices before purchasing
Help build up Denver by buying Denver bread.
Judge VV. II. Pope in the federal court. road securities, Moody's manual for
plete change. Among the added
l'.iKI lias analytical criticisms in conFine New Spuds, S lbs. 23 cents. An- piovements is ine new furniture which!
BUT YOU CAN PET JUST AS
Admitted to Practice.
Uti'tion with the descriptive matter drews.
was mentioned some days. In addiH. B. Hamilton, district
iin-ot
attorney
path of the rue hundred more
A bath is twice
GOOD FROV1 OUR BAKERY AND
as invigorating tion to this furniture handsome new
with
Third
Judicial
'of the
district,
rtmit systems, which will help you when you have a good
mission chairs have been placed in the
headquarters at t'arrizozo. has been
make up your list.
THIS WILL HELP SANTA FE.
room.
or
SOUTIIEASTCORNER
bath
with
PLAZA.
either
brush,
straight
lad mi ted to practice before the fed
Tlmse analyses are worked out on &; curved handles, at Zook's.
Andrew's Special. Tomorrow onlv.
..
was
district
conn,
tie
auuuitcu
eral
Are you for Santa Feor Denver? Th!nk it over.
per mile, and percent basis, covering, The Woman's Guild will meet to- Dr. Prices
an ilia, 35c, at 3c. Dr.
on motion ot .M.
Mickey, oi
Illin u- II plinhlo vmi morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
MpneK fit' vem-athree lflc the chamber together. A great cheer
prices'
Baking Powder,
l( make comparisons of real value,
Airs. James Seligman.
leans, $1. Dr. Prices' Baking Powder, from their partisans followed them.
.
.
flood copper stocks are selling at
CAT
All l.t.,.4..
Prn
The resolution introduced by George
ouc. ur.
wn, oii
uuuume uiib uu can, dr.
uiub ui U..t1.1lT.n
au
No.4
,
I.
waking X.
Federal Petit Jury
plloneNQ- uur manual gives you lumber. 314 Galisteo street.
i'UiBH.m prices,
Cace, unionist, in behalf of the
a
Powder,
$1.15 can $1.
Ihe federal jurors ordered to be on lhe ixlUetit details regarding all these
hini.-i.rHC
e.
win
opposition, went no further than to exR,h.i-hand Monday July 2:5, to try cases properties.
railGood second-gradnnnr-hntmna
horrtna
press the regrets to the house at the
nsirini, nf rprin SnH i, .,..
set for that day are: Alfredo
toad bonds are on the bargain coun- cherries to arrive Friday and Satur- ence of H. B. Hamilton district at- action of the ministers and the lack
Pedro A. Sandoval,
Epinienio ter.
the
day at Andrews.
torney of the third district, it is of frankness displayed towards
Martinez, Juan Ortega, Jesus GonLadies' Aid Meets Tomorrow The worth mentioning that Mr. Hamilton house.
are
at
their
Industrials
Many
selling
zales y It., Luis Quintana, Felix Garof the First has a district of some magnitude. It.
lowest prices for years, irrespective Ladies' Aid Society
By expressing their regrets, thereby
cia, Patrocinio Lopez, K. C. de Baca, of
Otero agreeing with the resolution, the two
Presbyterian church will meet tonior-- embraces Torrance, Lincoln,
intrinsic values.
S.
Patricio
Garcia,
Sena,
Meregildo
row at 2 r0 o'clock at the home of land Dona Ana counties.
He has a ministers spiked the guns of their bitWe are bullish on this country
Spitz, Juan Mondragon, P. S. Ortega,
Heciim'tien
IVft helipve'l Ml'S. Stauffer, on Palace avenue.
big field to cover. The court house terest opponents, who regarded the
I.TuliuB Seliginan, D. C- Winter, Perfec- - up fill ennfl
Starts A Sawmill M. W. Thomp- - at. Carrizozo, which was in litigation case as an opportunity to make po- to Uriasta, Dick Huber, James Baca, you will make .money if you will make
the well known rancher of the and work upon which was stopped for!l'"cal capital
son,
the
securities
Uliput
purchases outright,
Xtcunor Baca, Jose Baca and Kd
in your box, and forget them until Kspanola valley has bought the logs three years, the case going to the Uni
barri.
on the Truchas grant and has started ted States supreme court for settle- - GEO. W. PERKINS ON STAND
next winter.
IN HARVESTER TRUST SUIT.
We have never taken a stand of this the sawmill this week. The mill is ment, will soon be finished, adding to
Cases in Federal Court.
sawing some of the finest lumber ever the much needed room for court purcon
we
kind
sufficient
have
but
before,
Cases in the federal court have been
poses in Lincoln county.
Chicago, June m George W, Perfidence in the future to be willing to turned out in this section.
NON-KIN- Ki
disposed of as follows:
next
Music
With
Meals
kins, former partner of the late J. P.
Beginning
on
record.
United States vs. Mollie D. Bradfield go
Morgan, took the witness stand for the
In the meantime you will want our Monday the De Vargas hotel will have NICK MONTOYA
and John A. Moore. Moore filed a disRUBBER HOSE
in the dining room at dinner
defense in the International Harvester
to help you to make music
edition
new,
1!)1",
was
taken
and
claimer,
judgment
t
time. The piano and violin with vocompany
DIES SUDDENLY
is the best that can
hearing today. Beagainst the two defendants and patent your selection.
cal selections will be furnished
was warned by Ahe
by
testifying
fore
be produced. It is
enme
Mall
on
order
the
today
your
to land canceled.
OF HEART DISEASE ttorney Grosvenor, representing the
Miss Olga Selks and Miss Glenn Miles
made by the Boston
I'nited States vs. the Fort Pitt Cop closed blank. .
of Albuquerque.
government, that conditions
under
Woven Hose& RubVery truly yours,
per company. Action for trespass ana
A party of auto-ist- s
On to California
Nick Montoya, a prominent citizen which he testified did not give him
CI IAS. W. JONES.
ber Co., the largest
for cutting timber. The facts were
passed through Santa Fe on the of Golden, died suddenly this after- immunity from further prosecution.
President.
in the world. NON-KIN- K
stipulated in this case and judgment
way to the Pacific coast today, bear- noon at 3:15 of heart failure. He had
"You have been subpoenaed by Edwas rendered for $223 and costs. The
is a superior
ing the legend on their machines, called on his doctor for treatment, gar A. Bancroft of the International
Lots of Automobile Licenses.
moulded pure
trespass occurred in Union county.
"Kentucky to California," and were and sank down and death came in a Harvester company," said Attorney
United States vs. Luis Aragou and
Para Rubber.
There are some 1100 automobile li- advertising the exposition to be held few moments after his ailment be- Grosvenor . "Both are defendants in
others, suit dismissed by plaintiff.
came manifest. Mr. Montoya was well this suit. Out of 1200 witnesses you
censes issued to date by the secretary in San Francisco in 1915.
United States vs. Fred Atkinson, of state. Over ISO new
DANDY 7-PDance Friday Night The young known here, and was a member Of tre the first to be subpoenaed. In view
HOSE
licenses have
default
and
taken
patent been issued since the new law has folks are going to have a dance, to- the county road board of Santa Fe f this state of affairs, I wish to inby
judgment,
Red Color
to land cancelled.
morrow night. Morton Seliginan
is county, and had come in to be pres- form you that your testimony here
come into effect.
and a Popular
forwarding it. They have the pledge ent at the meeting which is being does not give you immunity from fur
Seller with
of patronage from a number of the held here today. He was a prominent ther prosecution."
Resignations and Appointments.
Weights and Measures Law.
us for 5 years.
The following officers of the
people, and have engaged Ra member at the time of his death of
"In reply I will say that I was very
Since the operation of the new young
mirez' orchestra for the occasion.
Fully GuarGuard of New Mexico have subthe Progressive party and a member, much surprised that I was not sub
coun
measures
and
the
law,
weights
anteed and
Andrews
ha9 every- of the central committee.
mitted their resignations which have
Vegetables
The news ponaed by the government of its own
ties throughout the state are generally
,,,, that.s on tm mavupt
an Extra Oood
been accepted:
came as a shock to his friends and volition," said Mr. Perkins.
outfits
through the secretary! Fine PartvTne dance given last was sent to the New Mexican
Captain William F. Brogan, 1st In ordering
Quality.
"But you recognize that your testi- just beui siaie in oruer to equip ine siienus night
by the Delphiu club at the li- fore going to press. He leaves a wife mony her
fantry.
;f your own violition
Second Lieut. John A .McCollum. 1st ot the various counties with the outfits brary building was one of the most and family in Golden and particulars and enti,
to no immunity?" per- A
law.
for
provided
by
successful of the season, a full mem- as to the funeral will be announced sisted t
Infantry.
ment lawyer.
Mr. James L. Seligman of Santa Fe
bership of the club being present. The tomorrow.
"I re
t he government
Tubercular Camp for Children.
is appointed Captain in the National
1 hurteous to me thus
Delphins have received many complihas bee' V
Guard of New Mexico, to date from
Articles of Incorporation have been ments for having utterly tabooed MARCONI SCANDALS CAUSE
far," replr
itness, warmly, and
Capfiled with the Btate corporation com- "ragging," that
today, vice Brogan, resigned.
RUMPUS IN HOUSE. Attorney McHugh of the defense be
style of alleged "danctain Seligman is assigned to duty as mission by the Children's
National ing" being strictly forbidden by the
London, June 19. That the oppo- gan direct examination.
Regimental Commissary 1st Infantry Tubercular Society of the state of young people, who have thus set an sition in the housee of commons is
C.
E.
Col.
to
and will report in person
Illinois, not for profit but to maintain example to others in this city, in try- - determined to press to a division its LABOR LEADERS APPEAL
Abbott for duty.
camps throughout the United States. illg to eliminate a style of amusement vote ot censure on the British cabinet
TO SUPREME COURT.
Mr. Eben F. Coll of Artesia is apin connection with the Marconi scanwas
pointed 1st Lieutenant in the National be at Alamogordo, and the statutory police in our large cities.
announced
dals,
today by Alfred
Washington, D. C .Time 19. An apGuard of New Mexico, to date from agent is C. M. Markley. The board
cabinet peal to the supreme court has been
our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Littleton, former Unionist
Try
Lieutvice
comNewkirk,
resigned.
of directors of the corporation is
today,
Almond Cream, nothing better can be member.
completed
by attorneys for John
Coll is assigned to duty with Com- posed of the following doctors:
C.
Mr. Littleton held that the apology Mitchell and Frank Morrison,
labor
used on hands and face. Zook's Pharwill
and
report Vermeren, president, Paul Burmaster, macy.
pany "C" 1st Infantry
made by Attorney General Sir Rtifus leaders, convicted of contempt of court
in person to Captain Glennan for duty. secretary, C. B. Saunders, David B.
A Successful
Reunion The Scot- Isaacs yestetrday was too much quali- in the noted Bucks Stove and Range
First Lieut. John Collier is relieved Lyman, Jr., David H; tteeder.
In
Rite reunion which closed last fied and that the impunged cabinet case. The appeal will be heard after
tish
from duty with the 1st Infantry and stating the objects of the society the r
ight with the conferring of the 32d ministers had not "sufficiently clothed October.
transferred to the tmassigned list.
articles contain the following:
themselves with sack cloth."
First Lieut. Harold Hurd, unassign- - "The character of the business degree, was in everyway a success.
For the first time in many years
Great credit is due those who furnished, is assigned to duty as Battalion which is to be transacted
in the ed the
MOTHER GRAY'S
Mrs. II. V. Winchester British cabinet members were compel
music,
3rd
1st
Battalion,
Adjutant,
Infantry, state of New Mexico is to provide and all of them
led today to defend their personal honSWEET
POWDERS
to
adding
materially
to
vice Collier transferred
unassigned homes and accommodations for perFOR
the success of the work with the su esty before parliament. The attorney
CHILDREN,
list. Lieut. Hurd will report by letter sons afflicted with tuberculosis,
or
A
OartaJnRe!
Sir
lei
Rufus
and
for Fe verlnhnriM,
W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
chancel
general,
Isaacs,
to Major Arthur Bail for duty.
Headache:
Constipation,
who are subjected to tuberculosis, perb musical program rendered from lor of the exchequer, David L. George,
Mtoraarb
Teethlnc
Tronblea,
to
in
connection
with the
day
and Dmtror
By command of the governor:
and other ailments; to operate and day
Disorders,
excused their dealings in American
W. H. JVIENDENHALL, Business Manager.
occur
The
work.
reunion
which
will
A. S. BROOKES.
maintain homes and camps throughMarconi shares on the floor of the Don't accept Sample mailed KRKK.
'
Address,
The Adjutant General, out the United States which will be hpre in October will be much larger house and the final scene in the Mar- inyaiibMituM.
A, 5. OLMSTED. La Revt N.
a
and
of
is
Masons
Chief of Staff.
great
gathering
beneficial to such persons; to provide
coni affair, which their political eneOfficial:
facilities for giving vocational train- - then expected from all parts of the mies had attempted to magnify into a
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
A. S. BhOOKkb,
scandal rivalling the Panama debate,
ng to such persons; to render educa- - slate.
Nice fresh eggs all the time at An- was tense and dramatic.
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
Adjutant General.
tional assistance in arts and trades
which will be beneficial to them, and drews.
The two ministers admitted that
papered. Many private baths and all the comBusiness Outlook Is Good.
Lieutenant Sharon Buried
This they had acted thoughtlessly and misgenerally to assist such persons, dihotel.
The
forts of a first-claManuel
Moody
company, rectly and indirectly, to better their morning at 10 o'clock the remains of takenly, although without dishonest
which is a standard authority on all health and general condition; to pub- the late George W. Sharon, who died intentions and
regretted their failure
corporative property matters through- lish such literature as such directors a St. Vincent's hospital, were laid to to divulge all the facts when they had
out the United 'States writes the fol shall deem expedient relative to their rest in the National cemetery. Mr. made their denials to the house last
Sharon was lieutenant of the 1st Ar- October of buying English Marconi
lowing optimistic letter to Attorney work."
General Clancy, as to the condition of
kansas infantry, and his home for shares.
stocks which points to good business NO MOVE YET BY
Having finished their defense, in
many years has been at Kstancia, N.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
prospects throughout the country.
ATTORNEYS FOR HENWOOD. M. He was a Spanish war veteran, compliance to the tradition that the
New York. June 12, 1913,
and had been ailing for sometime, hav- house should be left to discuss their
Hon. Frank W. Clancy.
Denver, Colo., June 19. No move ing come to Santa Fe a few months conduct without the embarrassment ALBUQUERQUE AND SANTA FE
Santa Fe, N. M.
ago hoping to recover his health, but of their presence, they walked from
(Montezuma Hotel)
Uear Sir:
Harold F. Henwood, convicted yester- - the grim reaper managed to overcome
The time to buy good securities is day of murder in the first degree for his efforts. The
under
now- killing George E. Copeland. It is ex taking firm directed the funeral arIf you have money to invest, this'pected that in the event a motion for rangements.
in the stock market may glve!a new trial is overruled, application
break
Don't think of toilet soaps simpiy
FOOD.
INTERNATIONAL
STOCK
For
Sole Agsnti
you the unusual opportunity of buying will be made to the supreme court for as soap, but buy it because its cleansnear the bottom.
a writ of supersedeas.
Henwood ing as well as its delightful properties.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, f ardeo & field seeds in bulk and packages very
While lower prices are possible, we spent today in the "death cell" of the Our soaps will please you. Zook's.
believe that nearly all good securities county jail, where he was lodged last
Improvements Still Going On The
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
are selling below intrinsic values, and night after the verdict had been
improvements that have been made to
RED, PINK AND WHITE.
that no mistake will be made in a juthe exterior and interior of the De
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The Fatal New Haven Wreck.
injuring twenty persons.
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PAINTING DAYS ARE HERE! It is a mistaken notion

that you must paint your house white If you use white lead. You can
have any tint, any shade, and it last If you get It at your RELIABLE
HARDWARE STORE. Their white lead, linseed oil and pigments are
pure. As to their ready mixed paints, they are fresh; they sell too many
to keep them from one season to another nuf sed.
As to their paint brushes, no mattnr what vou nav for them, thev
are healthy, I mean they haven't got the mange their hair sticks. Take
m
up ociore ongntening up talk paint to
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More than 275,000 Fords now in service
of their wonderful
evidence
convincing
merit. Runabout. $,"i2;; Touring Car. $000:
with all
Town Car, ?S00 f.o.b. Detroit,
Times"
Get
"Ford
interesting
equipment.
v,, from tactory, 'Dept. F, Detroit; Ford Motor
company, wooa-uavito., Agt..
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ttle naPPy throng of those
who Know car comfort plus service satisfac- -
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Photograph Shows how the engine crashed into rear Pullman, killing five and

Engineer Charles J. Dougherty, in
charge of the New Haven train, which
crashed into the rear of a stalled train,
June 12, with fatal results, testified
at the inquest that the emergency and
air brakes of his engine were ineffec

tive and that he had reported the
condition June 10.' On Tuesday, previous to the accident, Dougherty testified, he tried the? brakes to prevent
running down a boy.. The brakes did
not work, and in trying to reverse the

i

engine Dougherty strained his back
so that he was physically unable to
reverse his engine when he saw the
train ahead of him. The Pullman into which Dougherty's engine crashed
was a wooden car.

Your Reliable Hardware Store.
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